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ABSTRACT

Seismic modeling techniques for one- and two-dimensional velocity

models have been developed, tested and applied to analysis of observed

seismic refraction and reflection data for the continental crust. The

reflectivity method for one-dimensional models has proven to be an efficient

and powerful method for interpretation of the amplitude and waveform

of seismic record sections. The amplitude and waveform characteristics

are shown to be important to interpretation of fine structure of velocity

depth profiles. Applications to modeling of a variety of seismic phases

are given. Two-dimensional modeling techniques utilizing ray-trace travel-

time calculations and finite-difference synthetic seismogram calculations

were developed. The ray-tracing methods are capable of accurate travel-

time applications but require modification for amplitude analysis. The

finite-difference method is a powerful technique capable of modeling

seismic data for complex geologic structures for body and surface waves.

Model studies for simple one- and two-dimensional velocity structures

illustrate seismic wave propagation including complex amplitude and waveform

characteristics due to model complexity. The principal limitation of

the finite-difference technique is the large amount of computer time

and storage required.
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INTRODUCTION

During the past few years our research has been aimed at developing

improved methods for modeling seismograms. This effort has involved

both development of new synthetic seismogram techniques and implementation

and modification of existing computer programs. Our objective has been

not only to provide adequate synthetic seismogram modeling techniques,

which are useful for a wide variety of applications, but also to quanti-

tatively compare these techniques, ascertain the advantages, disadvantages

and range of applicability of the various methods, and to utilize the

techniques to model same real seismological data. Our applications have

largely been to continental crustal structure although the techniques

are 'scale-independent'. The methods can be applied to a wide variety

of models of geological and seismological interest including whole-earth

seismograms, crustal and upper-mantle modeling the shallow seismic ref rac-

tion and reflection studies including wave propagation in the ocean and

ocean-bottom region which is of prime interest to the Navy. Both travel

time and synthetic seismogram amplitude methods have been employed. Synthetic

seismogram methods utilize both ray theory, which is approximate, but

relatively fast; and wave theoretical approaches, which are more exact

and include correct treatment of the various phase conversions and wave

types, but may be restricted in their range of applications because of

the amount of computer time required.

During the past two years, our emphasis has been on the development

of two-dimensional synthetic seismogram methods. We have utilized two

basic approaches in the development and application of two-dimensional

synthetic seismogram modeling techniques. The first involves a ray-

theoretical method utilizing ray tracing which provides primarily travel

times of seismic wave arrivals. This method can be improved, however,

to produce reasonably accurate synthetic seismograms for seismic wave

a-l Z
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propagation through complicated geologic structures. Developments in

these areas will be reported in a future report.

The second method that we have used involves the numerical solution

of the two-dimensional heterogeneous elastic wave equation using finite-

difference techniques in order to calculate complete synthetic seismo-

grams for complex two-dimensional models. These techniques have the

advantage of providing complete seismograms including effects of wave

type conversion, multiples, and inclusion of body waves as well as surface

waves. However, the principal disadvantage of the finite-difference

techniques has been the requirement of vast amounts of computer time

and storage in order to apply these techniques on a routine basis.

In this report, we summarize the status of our synthetic seismogram

modeling development and application efforts. Previous reports relevant

to this research effort are Department of Geosciences, Purdue University

reports ONR-1-80 and ONR-1-81 prepared by Professor L.W. Braile. Addi-

tional details of some of the applications of seismic modeling performed

during the research period are included in reprints of published papers

which are contained in the Appendix to this report. Recent developments

and improvements in finite-difference modeling techniques and in an approxi-

mate two-dimensional ray theoretical synthetic seismogram method, called

Disk-Ray Theory, will be descirbed in a subsequent report detailing research

pefformed under contract number N00014-82-K-0034.

SYNTHETIC SEISMOGRAM MODELING

A summary of the travel time and synthetic seismogram modeling techniques

that we have utilized and have implemented on the computers at Purdue

University is shown in Table 1. This table provides a swumary of the

various methods and the characteristics of these methods and their associated
limitations. For example, several of the techniques are restricted to

-~~i 
ml 
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one-dimensional models - that is, models whose velocities vary only with

the depth parameter. Other methods are capable of calculating synthetic

seismograms for two-dimensional models in which lateral variations in

velocity structure are possible.

Figure 1 is a flaw chart which illustrates the interpretation procedure

for combined travel-time and synthetic seismogram modeling that we apply

to observed seismic data. A primary step in this procedure is the separa-

tion, of observed data into one-dimensional and two-dimensional classes.

Once this determination has been made, the data are subject to both travel-

time and synthetic seismogram (amplitude distance) modeling procedures

for which the computer programs which were described in Table 1 are available.

In the remainder of this report, we describe the application of a variety

of synthetic seismogram techniques which have been developed or implemented

on our computers in order to illustrate the capability of these techniques.

Additional details concerning applications of the synthetic seismogram

methods are contained in the papers in the Appendix to this report.

ONE-DIMENSIONAL SYNTHETIC SEISMOGRAM METHODS

We have found the Modified Reflectivity Method (Kind, 1978) to be

a very powerful technique for synthetic seismogram calculation in those

cases where the velocity structure of interest is basically one-dimensional,

that is where lateral variations in velocity and Q structure are not

significant. A variety of real earth structures represent a close approxi-

mation to this assumption and in these cases the modified reflectivity

method allows for relatively accurate and efficient modeling of observed

seismic data. Some examples are contained in the papers by Olsen and

Bralle (1981), Olsen, Bralle and Johnson (1980), Olsen, Bralle and Stewart

(1982), and Banda, Delchmann, Bralle and Ansorge (1982) which are given

in the Appendix. An additional example of the application of the synthetic

V, V.
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seismogram technique to observe data and the efficiency of calculation

of synthetic seismograms using the modified reflectivity method is shown

in Figure 2. Our experience with the modified reflectivity method indicate

the importance of amplitude and waveform modeling of observed seismic

data. Investigation of travel-time relationships alone provides little

information as to the detailed earth model. Inclusion of amplitude distance

variations and waveform characteristics, which can be treated using the

synthetic seismogram technique, provide for much improved inference of

the fine structure of the velocity depth curve as well as inference of

Q structure (Braile, 1978).

TWO-DIMENSIONAL MODELING - RAY THEORY

Ray-theoretical techniques have been used for modeling of travel

times of seismic waves in complex geologic structures for some time.

We have implemented an efficient ray-tracing program for accurate calcula-

tion of travel times of refracted and reflected seismic waves following

the method of Cerveny, Molotkov and Psencik (1978). This technique utilizes

a variety of numerical schemes to approximate a two-dimensional velocity

distribution with or without interfaces. The seismic ray paths are then

traced using iterative Snell's Law application through the velocity structure.

Reflections from various interfaces may be selected and refracted waves

are also included. Refractions simulating head waves from homogeneous

layers can be adequately approximated by providing for a small positive

velocity gradient within the homogeneous media. The velocity gradient

that we normally use to simulate the head wave is consistent with that

utilized in the earth flattening transformation and corresponds to approxi-

mately 0.001 km/sllkm for shallow layers. This technique provides adequate

modeling of body-wave travel times in two-dimensional structures. An

example of successful modeling of complex observed seismograms using

- '." r *7
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two-dimensional ray-trace modeling is shown in Figure 3. One of the

limitations of this technique is that amplitudes calculated for individual

ray paths are inaccurate and thus the ray tracing technique is not immnediately

conducive to synthetic seismogram calculation. However, we have utilized

a modified ray theoretical method following the technique of Wiggins

(1976) and McMechan (1974) to produce accurate synthetic seismograms

from the ray trace amplitudes. Progress in this area will be described

in a subsequent report.

FINITE-DIFFERENCE SYNTHETIC SEISMOGRAM MODELING

We have applied the finite-difference miethod to numerically solve

the two-dimensional heterogeneous elastic wave equation for the calcula-

tion of synthetic seismograms in velocity structures with arbitrarily

varying elastic properties. The idea of the finite-difference synthetic

seismogram method is illustrated in Figure 4. A velocity structure is

approximated by a rectangular grid of points in which the elastic properties

(compressional velocity, shear velocity, and density) are tabulated.

Finite-difference approximations to spatial and temporal derivatives

allow solution of the two-dimensional elastic wave equation for a given

instant in time as computed from displacements at previous times. Initial

conditions due to an implied elastic disturbance (source) generates wave

propagation which is simulated by the finite-difference calculations

as a function of time for all points in the velocity grid. Displacement

time histories at a variety of locations are retained in the computer

and become displacement seismograms for the vertical and horizontal components

of particle velocity. The theory of finite-difference synthetic seismogram

calculations has been described by Boore (1972), Alford et al., 1974;

Kelly et al., 1976; Mazzella, 1979; and Espindola, 1979.
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The two-dimensional equations of motion for displacement in a hetero-

geneous isotropic elastic media are shown in Figure 5. These equations

are approximated by their finite-difference approximations using an explicit

finite-difference formulation as illustrated in Figure 6. Using these

finite-difference approximations, the displacement at any time L + 1

for any arbitrary grid location is given as a function of times L and

L - 1 allowing a calculation of the displacement for all grid locations

at the new time. Once this calculation is complete for the entire veloc

grid, it may be repeated for as many time steps as desired.

This finite-difference application is very straightforward and resu.

in complete seismograms since it is a numerical solution of the elastic

wave equation. However, there are a variety of difficulties which one

encounters in attempting to apply finite-difference calculations to the

calculation of synthetic seismograms. These difficulties are summiarized

in Figure 7. The most difficult problems are that of providing for absorbing

boundary conditions at the edges of the model in which an approximate

absorbing boundary condition due to Clayton and Engquist (1977) is utilized

and the requirement for stability and accuracy which imply small time

step and small grid spacing respectively. These requirements result

in very large computer time and storage capacity. Therefore, calculation

of synthetic seismograms for complicated realistic models of interest

for two-dimensional geological structures may require several tens of

minutes or even hours of computer time utilizing a computer with a memory

capacity of a million or more storage locations.

A finite-difference synthetic seismogram computer code has been

developed and is described in Mazella (1979). We have applied this synthetic

seismogram method to a variety of models in order to test the accuracy,

applicability, and capability of the technique. The velocity models

utilized for this testing are illustrated in Figure 8. One of the useful

IM POPW~~
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by-products of the synthetic seismogram 
calculation using 

the finite-

difference technique is a displacement field associated with wave propagation

in the elastic model at any instant in time. These displacement fields

can be stored for a number of time steps during the finite-difference

calculation and the displacement fields, often called 'snapshots', are

illustrative of the wave propagation in the media. An example of dis-

placement time history snapshots for one of the models shown in Figure

8 are illustrated in Figure 9.

In order to verify the accuracy of the finite-difference program,

we have calculated vertical component synthetic seismograms for a one-

dimensional model corresponding to a layer over a half-space for which

synthetic seismograms have also been computed utilizing the modified

reflectivity method. Comparison of the seismograms for these two calcula-

tions (Figure 10) illustrates the validity of the finite-difference calculations.

Calculation of synthetics for a complex two-dimenisional velocity

structure (model INFL 5 illustrated in Figure 8) are shown in Figure 11.

The corrected seismograms (Figure 118) for this complicated velocity

structure illustrate the expected waveform characteristics of propagation

through this model containing a prominent lateral velocity contrast in

the form of a fault. The time delay due to the fau't and diffracted

and headwave arrivals from the lower interface demonstrate the capability

of this technique for simulating wave propagation and complex geologic

structures.

The principal difficulty with the finite-difference approach is

the amount of computer time required to compute synthetic seismograms

for realistic velocity structures. It is currently too expensive to

compute synthetics using this technique on a routine basis for trial

and error modeling of seismic refraction and reflection data. However,

it 'is feasible to compute synthetics for a variety of characteristic

_13! ,1'
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models of laterally varying geologic structures and to use the experience

gained with these models as an aid to interpretation of observed seismic

data. In addition, it is highly desirable to have two-dimensional synthetic

seismograms calculated by the finite-difference technique for certain

models in order to use for comparison with approximate techniques as

verification. Furthermore, it is possible that the finite-difference

techniques could be made to be somewhat more efficient, thus improving

our ability to utilize the finite-difference synthetic seismogram technique

on a routine basis. For example, we are currently investigating the

possibilities of using an acoustic formulation of the two-dimensional

finite-difference procedure as a preliminary modeling method. In addition,

we are developing implicit finite-difference schemes for synthetic seismo-

gram modeling which may be significantly faster than the explicit code

that we are presently utilizing.

OPP.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Flow chart illustrating the interpretation procedure for
combined travel-time and amplitude analysis for seismic
refraction and reflection record sections for one- and two-
dimensional velocity structures.

Figure 2. Observed and synthetic seismic record sections for a seismic
refraction profile recorded on the eastern Snake River Plain
(Braile et al., 1982). Both record sections have been ampli-
tude sca~id-ith amplitudes being multiplied by distance
to the 1.5 power in order to enlarge the amplitudes at large
distance to make arrivals visible. Travel-time curves on
both seismograms are for a plane layered velocity model which
was used to calculate the synthetic seismograms illustrated
in the lower record section. Good comparison is seen between
the travel-time, amplitude and waveform characteristics of
the primary phases for the observed and synthetic sections
indicating that the velocity and Q model used for the synthetic
seismogram calculation is substantially correct.

Figure 3. Ray-trace diagram and travel times compared with observed
seismic refraction data across the eastern Snake River Plain
(from Sparlin et al., 1982). The ray diagrams show computer
plotted ray ticesfor refracted (upper ray trace diagram)
and reflected (lower ray trace diagram) travel times through
the complex velocity structure. The numbers on the velocity
structure indicate compressional wave velocity in km/s. The
travel times for the various phases (designated A, B, C,
etc.) are indicated on the seismic record section at the
top of the diagram. The observed travel times show a good
match to the theoretical travel times computed by the ray-
tracing technique.

Figure 4. Schematic diagram illustrating the velocity model for finite-
difference synthetic seismogram calculations. The velocity
structure in the seismic model can vary arbitrarily and is
specified by elastic properties at grid points which are
distributed throughout the model. The source represents
initial conditions which are used to calculate displacements
as a function of time throughout the velocity model. The
source can be located at any position within the velocity
structure. A free-structure boundary condition is applied
in the finite-difference calculation and absorbing boundary
conditions are utilized on the edges of the velocity structure
to minimize effects of the fictitious boundaries. The seismo-
meter locations can be arbitrarily selected, but are usually
equally spaced along the surface of the model and represent
locations where the displacement time histories will be stored
in the computer memory to be plotted as seismograms at the
end of the finite-difference calculation.

Figure 5. Two-dimensional equations of motion for displacement for
a heterogeneous isotropic elastic model.
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Figure 6. Form of the finite-difference approximations for second order
spatial derivatives and cross product spatial derivatives
and second order time derivatives which are approximations
to the two-dimensional elastic equation of motion for displace-
ments illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 7. List of factors which must be considered in explicit finite-
difference synthetic seismogram calculations.

Figure 8. Velocity depth models used for finite-difference synthetic
seismogram calculations. Distance (X) and depth (Z) are
given for each model. The lower boundary of each model is
assumed to be an infinite half-space, but in fact, in the
program it consists of a non-reflecting artificial boundary.
The numbers within the model indicate the compressional wave
velocity in km/s for each layer of the models. Synthetic
seismogram record sections and snapshots of displacement
time histories are shown for the velocity models indicated
in this figure.

Figure 9. Displacement time history snapshots for model INFL2. The
Z component is shown for times 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 seconds
propagation time. The source is located at I km depth and
2 Iam distance from the origin. Distance (X) and depth (Z)
directions are shown. The perspective diagram indicates
the Z component of displacement at each instant of time for
the 7 different times represented by the snapshots. This
velocity model consists of a single layer over a half-space.
The source consists of a compressional point explosive source.
As the seismic waves propagate through the model, the dis-
placement in X and Z directions can be visualized by these
snapshots. Note that the moving-window process utilized
in the synthetic seismogram program causes the area of the
model to be shifted to the right (in the direction of increasing
X) for successive time steps. This movement of the window
can be seen by the shift in the X axis values shown at the
bottom of each snapshot. The efficiency of the non-reflecting
boundary can be seen by the snapshots, particularly at time
step T=2 seconds in which a comnpressional wave is impinging
upon the lower boundary of the window space and no prominent
reflection can be seen from this non-reflecting boundary.
The development of a head wave due to propagation in the
6 kmjs half-space below the 4.5 km/s sedimentary layer can
be seen beginning at approximately T=3 seconds and becoming
more pronounced with increasing time. The head wave is clearly
seen In the T-6 snapshot in which a strong compressional
pulse is propagating at a sharp angle upwards and to the
right through the sedimentary layer toward the surface.

Figure 10. Synthetic seismograms calculated for model INFL3 (Figure 8)
which consisted of a layer over a half-space. The Z component
seismograms were sampled at a 5 km distance interval and
are plotted as a reduced-time record section. The strongest
arrivals are the Rayleigh waves which begin at about li seconds
reduced time on the 5 km distance seismogram but propagate
at a relatively slow apparent velocity. The Rayleigh waves

1 -IWO"
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are left behind by the moving-window process and thus are
not prominent after the first few seismograms. The direct
wave in the surface layer is visible as the 4.5 km/s apparent
velocity arrival indicated on the record section. The head
wave from the 6 km/s half-space is clearly seen as a first
arrival from about 15 km to the maximum 50 km distance range
considered. Additional arrivals consist of P-S conversions
and multiple ref ractions and reflections. Some numerical
noise exists in the later sections of several of the seismo-
grams. However, this noise tends to be truncated by the
moving window process as the window proceeds ahead of the
slowly propagating noise and thus the numerical noise does
not interfer with the primary phases which propagate in the
early portion of the record section. Also shown for comparison
is a record section calculated for the exact same model (INFL 3)
by the modified reflectivity method for a similar source
wavelet. The reflectivity calculation included phase velo-
cities of 2.5 - 100 km/s and thus ignores some of the shear
and surface wave arrivals. The correspondence between the
two record sections is quite good demonstrating the accuracy
of the finite-difference method.

Figure 11. Synthetic seismogram record sections for finite-difference
calculation for model INFL 5 (Figure 8). This model consists
of a two-dimensional velocity model with a prominent fault
of 5 km offset which occurs 15 km from the source. The seismo-
grams shown in the record section indicate the beginnings
of a 6 km/s apparent velocity head-wave arrival in the first
three seismograms and the delay due to the fault structure
at 15 km distance is seen beginning at approximately 20 km
on the record section. However, full visualization of the
two-dimensional effect of the fault structure on the synthetic
seismogram is prevented by the presence of some peculiar
numerical noise which occurs in the record section. This
noise is caused by an improper choice of the velocity of
the moving-window which is used to speed up the calculations
of the finite-difference synthetic seismogram program. In
the moving-window calculation, the finite-difference equations
are solved for only a portion of the velocity model, called
a window, and this window is caused to move through the velo-
city model in such a way as to constantly include the phases
of interest. The window is shifted in discrete steps to
approximately move at the average horizontal velocity of
the seismic waves. However, in this particular example the
velocity of the window was selected slightly too slow and
the wave propagation of the first arrival (compressional
waves) impinged upon the leading edge of the moving window.
During the nexct shift in the window, this resulted in trunca-
tion of the displacements at the former window position and
thus this truncation effect caused the numerical noise which
is seen in the seismograms from 25 to 45 km distance range.
This effect can certainly be avoided by rerunning the synthetic
seismogram calculations utilizing a slightly faster velocity
for the moving-window. Vertical (Figure 118) and radial
(Figure 11C) component seismograms calculated by the finite-
difference method for model INFL 5 (Figure 8) with a corrected
window velocity. The 6.0 kmn/s head wave is seen to be delayed

_e -W-*1
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significantly and the amlitudes affected by the fault which
occurs at a distance of 15 km in the model. Much of the
energy on the record sections is due to P-S conversions and
Rayleigh waves which are also included in the calculation.
Note the small numerical dispersion of the Rayleigh wave
train at about 3 to 4 seconds reduced time on the 5 km seismo-
gram on the vertical component record section. This dispersion
is due to too large of a grid spacing in the model for the
slowly propagating Rayleigh waves. The spacing is however
adequate for the body waves and thus only affects the Rayleigh
wave which in this case is not of primary interest.

- . . . , . . .q,,,,.b , .,Z"' "., -... , ,? ' -" .O__ 7 7 '* Y , .. fl.L
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF SEISMIC INTERPRETATION TECHNIQUES

METHOD CHARACTERISTICS LIMITATIONS

Geometrical Ray Travel-times for Model geometry;
HW theory calculation head waves and travel-times only.
W of travel-times of reflections for

reflected and refracted plane or dipping
phases (Program layered models;
TXCURV). exact.

1 Ray Tracing Two-dimensional Travel-times only,
(Program RAY2D) Models limited number of

phases, ignores P-S
conversions, guided
waves and surface
waves.

Reflectivity Wave-theoretical Restricted to 1-D
(Program SYNCAL) solution to models.

response of a lay-
ered half space.
Includes P, SV,
guided phases and

or surface waves.
H IExact. Includes Q.

Disk Ray Theory 2-D models, approxi- Inexact amplitudes for
(modified RAY2D mate solution for P head waves and near-
program) waves, can include critical arrivals; ig-

reflection coeffi- nores guided phases,
cients and Q. Com- P-S conversions and

N putationally effi- surface waves.
Ccient.

Finite Difference 2-D models, exact Acoustic rather than
Acoustic (Program solution for all elastic. Large com-
FDWVAC) wave types in an puter time.

En acoustic media.

Significantly faster
than FDWVEQ, but
slower than RAY2D
synthetics.

Finite Difference 2-D models, exact Extensive computer
Elastic (Program solution for all time and storage.
FDWVEQ) wave types in elastic

media. Can be modi-
fied to include Q.

- - *~.t.77
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INTERPRETATION PROCEDURE FOR COMBINED
TRAVEL TIME AND AMPLITUDE ANALYSIS OF SEISMIC

REFRACTION RECORD SECTIONS

SEISMIC RECORD SECTION

I

I
CORRELATION OF PHASES

- TIME, AMPLITUDE AND
WAVEFORM CONTINUITY

STIME -DISTANCE 
PLOT

AMPLITUDE -DISTANCE PLOT

[RAVEL-TIME ANLSSTRAVEL TIME ANALYSIS

TRAVEL -TIME INVERS ION -RAYTRACING

ALITUDE-DI STANCE AMPLITUDE-DISTANCE ANALYSIS

ANALYSIS SYNTHETIC SEISMOGRAMS
-SYNTHETIC SEISMOGRAMS
FAST RAY THEORY ACOUSTIC FINITE DIFFERENCE

ELASTIC FINITE DIFFERENCE

ILI
EARTrH goWEL F EARTH MODEL

Figure 1.
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SHOT POINT 8 NE
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0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 60 90 100 110
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Figure 2.
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TWO DIMENSIONAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION
FOR DISPLACEMENT

( HETEROGENEOUS, ISOTROPIC MEDIA)

a2U a au aw au a

a = a- 2 aw+2j!2w+ L
p t 2 ax xax az f T 6x azl

WHERE: u(x, z) AND w(x, z) ARE DISPLACEMENTS

IN x AND z DIRECTIONS

a IS THE COMPRESSIONAL

p
VELOCITY

S -- IS THE SHEAR VELOCITY

P IS THE DENSITY

Figure 5.

S- ,I.

- #-- -
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FINITE DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATIONS

( EXPLICIT CASE)

SECOND ORDER SPATIAL DERIVATIVES

a-[ [2X. A- Ux, Z. 01 { a2Cm+.. n) [um+ I, n, I) - um, n, 1)

a a(m-. n [Uom. n, ) - u(m- I, n. 1/&H)

CROSS PRODUCT SPATIAL DERIVATIVES

3 - [, (.. ZA , t. 0 0 2 (m. n+ I uI I , n+ I) - u(m- 1. n* I 1

-a 2 (m.. n-I) l(m+ I. n-I i 1) - U(m- I, n- I, ()]} 4 (&H) 2

SECOND ORDER TIME DERIVATIVE

U (m. n. 1+ 1) - 2 U(m, n. I) U u(m. n. I -I ) + f [ Spatial derivatives]

WHERE: 02(m±j,. n) [azcm±1, n) + a?(m~n)]/

mi AND n REFER TO THE x AND z DIRECTION

GRID POINTS AND I IS THE TIME STEP

Figure 6.

W---r. "k, -w

ENEMA-. qmw ,-, r r ,. "y:r,.
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PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF EXPLICIT FINITE DIFFERENCE
SYNTHETIC SEISMOGRAM CALCULATION

- TWO DIMENSIONAL APPLICATION

- SOURCE GENERATION

- FREE SURFACE BOUNDARY CONDITION

- ABSORBING BOUNDARIES AT EDGES OF MODEL

- STABILITY CONDITION (SMALL TIME STEP)

- ACCURACY CONDITION (SMALL GRID SPACING)

- NUMBER OF TIME STEPS (LENGTH OF SEISMOGRAMS)

- NUMBER OF GRID POINTS

- LARGE COMPUTER TIME AND STORAGE REQUIREMENTS

Fi gure 7.
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lithosphere, J. Geophys. Res., 87, 10557-10568, 1982.

Olsen, K.H. and L.W. Braile, Seismograms of explosions at regional dis-
tances in the western United States: Observations and reflectivity
method modeling, in Identification of Seismic Sources - Earthquake
or Underground Explosion, edited by E.S. Husebye and S. Mykkeltveit,
453-466, Reidel, 1981.

Olsen, K.H., L.W. Braile and P.A. Johnson, Seismic velocity and Q-structure
of the upper mantle lid and low velocity zone for the eastern Great
Basin, Geophy. Res. Letters, 7, 1029-1032, 1980.

Olsen, K.H., L.W. Braile and J.N. Stewart, Modeling short-period crustal
phases (P, Lg) for long-range refraction profiles, Phys. of the
Earth and Planet. Interiors, 31, (in press), 1982.

Banda, E., N. Deichmann, L.W. Braile and J. Ansorge, Amplitude study
of the Pg phase, J. Geophysics, (in press), 1982.

Espindola, J.M., Finite difference synthetic seismograms for kinematic
models of the earthquake source, Ph.D. thesis, Purdue Univ., West
Lafayette, IN, 151 p., 1979.

Mazzella, F.E., The generation of synthetic seismograms for laterally
heterogeneous models using the finite difference technique, Ph.D.
Thesis, Purdue Univ., West Lafayette, IN, 225 p., 1979.
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P VELOCIT! AM COOLING OF TE CITIENTAL LITHOSpYER

Paul It. Black1 and Lawrence V. Brail

Department of Geosciences, Purdue University, Vest Lafayette. Indiana 47907

Abstract. Average upper mantle P. velocities the assmption of isostasy requirea variations
and beat flow were computed within continental of density in the upper mantle and hbe a
physiographic provinces In North America from relationship between Pn and density.* Re notes.
publtshed data. F. velocity and heat flow data howver, that '...elevated temperatures may
display an Inverse relationship and were found affect velocity more than density' [Pakimer,
to correlate with a statistically significant 1963, p. 5754).
.correlation coefficient. Temperatures at the This study was undertaken in an attempt to
crust-mantle boundary were estimated from the quantitatively determine the relationship be-
heat flow values, and these were used to demon- tween continental ?n velocities and heat flow.
strata a correlation between P vilocity and and to determin, whether the implied tempera-
tomperatme of upper-mantle material. The ture variations alone are sufficient to be a
value of (3Pn43T)ptbus obtained (-4.4 x 10-4  viable explanation for the variation in upper
to -8.1 x 10-q be s-' C-1) is within the range mantle saanmc velocity. The continental crust
.of temperature derivatives determined from and upper mantle of North America ws selected
laboratory studies of ultramafic rocks. This for study because of the largo number of se-
dependency of Pu velocity on temperature In- mic refraction profiles and heat flow easure-
plies that one possible explanation for the sants available and because of the range of
observed geographical distribution in upper- heat flow values present. Ncaue the loca-
mantle seismic velocity Is that the variation tions of seismic and thermal observations do
In Pn velocity s primarily a temperature not coincide. and because of large uncertainties
affect. Combined with the relationship be- which are possible In any given observation.
tween beat flow and crustal age for continents, the data were grouped by provinces and mean
the PU versus heat flow correlation suggests values for each province analyzed.
a relationship between P. velocity and crustal
age, probably due to progressive cooling of Seismic Data
the continental lithospbere after a thern-
tectonic event. One-hundred thirty-one seismic refraction pro-

fulas for the continental crust and upper mantle
Introduction of North America were compiled from publishad lit-

ersature and other sources (Table 1). Observed
Saismologists have ben swere of variations Pa velocities and crustal thicmkness wore tabu-

of continental upper-mantle compressional-wave lated from the profiles resulting in 153 observa-
velocity Cnp' velocity at the ohorovidid di- tions of the continental ?n velocity. The data
continuity) on a regional scale since about were sorted according to pysioSraphic province
1960 [Merre., 1969]. The Implications of this (Feunnnan [19461 for the United States and
observation are not clearly understood, however, Douglas and Price (1972] for Canada) and man
and several possible explanations have bean P. velocity and crustal thickness were calculated
suggested. Horat and Simons (19681 found a for each province (Table 2). The locations
correlation between travel-time anomalies for of the sat--ic profiles and the physiographic
the Longshot nuclear explosion and heat flow. provinces are shown in Figure 1. Estimated
They could not dmenstrata a similar corres- errors for the man Pa velocity and crustal
pondnce with gravity. They concluded that thickness were taken to be the estimated stan-
ther al anomalies in the upper mntle (perhaps dard deviation of the marn, S a o/rf, where
50-km deep) were the probable cause of travel- a is the standard deviation of the data (Pn
time anomalies. Pakiser and Stainhart (19641, or 1c for a given province) and N is the number
and Vqrren and Healy (1973). on the other hand, :f observations. The estimated standard devia-
related Pn and mean crustal velocities to den- tion of the mean provides a reasonable choice
sity variations. Chus [19771 attributed varn-- for estimating the uncertainty of the nm ?n
tions in Pn to compositional differences In velocity for each province because possible
the upper antle. Fagernes and Kanestrom [19731 errors of Individual P observations are gener-
found that variations In the ratio of PU velo- ally not given. However, S is likely to be
city to S velocity within a region were too a poor estimate of the uncertainty of the mean
larie to e explained solely by temperature Pn value for provinces containing only a mall
variations, and proposed density variations n"nber of observations such as the Cascade
as the cause. Pakiser (1963], noting that Pn Range, middle Rocky Mountains, southern tocky
and crustal thickness are related, found that Mountains, and Colunbia Plateau provinces.

Two possible sources of errors In the Pn
Now at Zureke Resources Associates, observations have not been analyzed In detail,

Berkeley, California 94704. but are expected to be negligible for the pur-
pose of correlation of Pn velocity and heat

Copyright 1982 by the American Geophysical Union. flow by province. They are velocity anisotropy
and differences in the apparent and true P. velo-

Paper umber 211100. city due to the earth's sphericity. Although
0148-0227/62/002b-110005.00 velocity anisotrophy in the upper mantle of

I,
S - -w 9--.- -. t h* - -' - *.
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TAMK 1. Seismic Refraction Profiles for North America

Profile Reforence Profile Reference

I Richards and Walker (19591 178 Bales and Nation (19731
2,3 Johnson and Couch (1970] 179 1111 19721
4,5,6,7 EvIng et al. [1966) 184 Jackson and Pakiser [1965
6.9 Stewart 1968a, 185 Braila et al. [19741
10 Roller 119651 193 Kller et al. [19751
Ul Diment et al. [19611 194 Holes and Nation (1973
Ul Roller (1964]; Prodehl (19791 195 Olson et &1. [1979)
U Langston and ealaborger [19741 198 &arr [1971]
12 Hamilton et &i. [19641 199 Kareu and Hunter 119691
13 4er et al. (19663 200 Hodgmon 11953]
14 Johnson (19651 201,202 Hall and Hsjnal [19733
13,16 Mit.,hell and Lmndlse (19713 204,205 Greem et al. (1980]
17 Topposada and Sanford (1976] 206 Lyons et ai. (19801
18.19 Healy (19631 207 White and Savage (1965)
20 Roller and Jacken 119663 208 Warren et al. 119721
21,22,23 atz (19541 212 Hill and Pakiser (1966)
28,29 Eaton (19631 216 Carder [1973)
31 Gibbs and Roller (1966] 217 Forsyth at al. [19741
32 Carder et al. [1970] 218,219 Hobeon et al. (19671
33 Ryanl and Stuart (19631 220 Glsh et al. 119811
35 Berry end Vest [19663 221 Smith et al. (1982)
36,37 Cohon end Meyer 119663 222 Sparlin et a. [1982]
38 Cra 119611 223 Baldwin [1980]
39 Dorman et al. [19721 225 Hall and Hajual [1969)
40 McCany and Meyer (19663 226 Sinno et al. [1981)
41 Merkel and Alexander (1969] 227,228 Sbor at al. (1968)
42 Warren et al. [1966) 229 Reller at al. [1975;
43,44 Warre 11969] Mueller and landismn [19711
45 Hales et a. (1970] 230 Cleo et a. 119741
46 Wlliden [19653 231 Martin [19781
47 Jackson at al. 11963) 232 NeMru and Jobidom (1971]
48 Jckson and Pekiser [19651; 233,234,

Prodehl end Pekiser [1980) 235,236 Barry and Forsyth (1975)
49 Chandra and Cumings (1972) 237,238 Eaton (19663
50 Benett et al. [19751 239.240 S zwart (1968b]
51,52 Johmon at al. (1972) 241 Bralle at &1. 119821
53.54,55 Brry and Fuchs [1973] 242.243,
56,57.58, 244,245,
59.60.61, 246,247,
62.63 McCamy end Meyer [19643 248 Prodehl (19791
64 Roller and Healy (19633 249.250.
66 Ewing et al. (1955) 251 Warron and Jackson (19681
68,69 Hersey et ai. (19593 252,253 Rimey et al. (19621
72 1ereu et al. (1976) 254.,255 James et l. (19661
75,76 Stauber and Boore 11978) 256 Bates and Bll (19751
86,7 Barrett at al. (1964] 257 Tuve 11951); Steinhart and Meyer 11961]
154 Shot (19623 256 Steimhart and Mayer 119611
157 Steinhart end Meyer 119613 259 Tuve (1953); Stelnbart and Meyor (19611
158 Slichter (1951; 260 Tuve [19541; Steinhart and Meyer (19613

Steinhart and meyer [19611 261 Warren (1968
163 Steinhart and Meyer 11961) 262 Steinhart et al. [1964]
167 Press (1960) 263 Hales at al. (19618
173.174 Slichter 119511;

Steinbart and Meyer [19611
175 Berg et al. 119601

continents has been reported [amord, 19731, province but would not be expected to signifi-
an analysis of western United States data by cantly affect the mean value of Pn. Of course,
l--ford et al. [19791 found a relatively mall for provinces that have only a few observations,
and poorly defined anisotropy of about 3Z. Be- the effect could be more pronounced. Possible
cause the azimuths of the seismic retfraction errors due to neglect of consideration of the
profiles within each province are randomly die- spherical earth can be evaluated and shomn to
tributed, any anisotropy present would con- be mall. The errors are due to the fact that
tribute to a larger estimated standard deviation many analyses of sismic velocitles utilize
of the mean for the PQ meaesurements for the a flat-earth formulatLon in which apparent veolo-

..
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TABL 3. Regression Parameters for Pun
e A + Bq and Pn " A + STU

Regression Provinces 4

Case Variables ethod Excluded N A C A (xl0) 0,(x 1 )  . a

I qo - Pn MEA - 13 8.420 0.123 -68.8 15.9 -0.550 0.10

2 qo - P LSQC - 13 8.386 0.121 -68.0 19.4 -0.550 0.10

3 qo " Pn R-A S 12 8.487 0.131 -75.6 16.0 -0.679 0.05

4 qo - Pn LSQC SN 12 8.516 0.113 -82.9 17.4 -0.679 0.05

5 Tm - P RNA - 13 8.271 0.097 -4.11 0.97 -0.519 0.10

6 T - P LSQC - 13 8.490 0.135 -8.46 2.15 -0.519 0.10

7 Te - P A SN 12 8.312 0.102 -4.40 1.00 -0.619 0.05

8 Tm - P n LSQC SN 12 8.456 0.112 -7.29 1.70 -0.619 0.05

9 To P- RNA S.1S 11 8.370 0.119 -5.53 1.26 -0.653 0.05

10 Tm - Pn LSQC SNSR 11 8.488 0.117 -8.08 1.88 -0.653 0.05

11 qo- Pn LSQ - 13 8.223 0.115 -37.8 17.3 -0.550 0.10

12 qo - P n LSQ S1 12 8.327 0.120 -51.3 17.5 -0.679 0.05

13 Te - P, USQ - 13 8.133 0.082 -2.13 1.06 -0.519 0.10

14 Ta - P, LSQ SK 12 8.189 0.088 -2.72 1.09 -0.619 0.05

15 Ta - Pa LSQ SmoSi 11 8.240 0.101 -3.61 1.40 -0.653 0.05

qo - beat flow averaged by province; Pn " upper mantle compressional wave velocity
averaged by province (In/a); Tm - temperature estimate at the Hoho (*C); RMA - reduced
major axis method; LSQC - least squares cubic method; LSQ - standard least squares
linear regression; SN - Sierra Nevada province; SR - southern Rocky Mountains province;
N - number of data points; A - Intercept; CA - estimated standard deviation of .A; B -
slope; a - estimated standard deviation of 3; r - correlation coefficient; a - level

of sianlicance for t.

Beat flow values were sorted by province. estimated uncertainties in heat flow and cruatal

and the mean and estimated standard deviation thicoess for each province (Table 2).

of the mean were calculated for sach province
(Table 21. Values of beat flow greater than Correlation
200 m/u mare considered anomalous and elimi-
nated. Such a high value for observed beat The correlations of continental upper mantle
flow generally implies the action of hydro- ncaimic velocity (

1?a) and heat flow (q.) as well

thermal systems or other near-surface conditions as Pn velocity and temperature estimated at the
not representative of the regional heat flow. Hobo-(Tm) wers evaluated by least-squares linear

regression of the form y - A + Nx where y is

Temperatures the Pu variable and x is qo or T_. The coef-
ficients A (intercspt), *8(alope', and the cor-

In order to evaluate the possible dependence relation coefficient (r), as ell as standard
of the P. velocity on temperature, the tempera- deviations estimates of A (aA) and B (oB ) , were

ture at the ohoroviai& discontinuity (Hobo) calculated and are given in Table 3. It is

for each province must be calculated. Such ell-known that standard linear regression

thermal calculations would require additional methods (x considered the independent variable
information on the thermal conductivity and -and y considered the dependent variable) yield

heat generation values for each province. In unreliable estimates of the A and B coefficients
addition, assaptions pertaining to thermal for the situation in which both the x and y

equilibria, the distribution of heat producing variables are subject to error. This can be

elements and the possible contributions of ther- easily demonstrated by comparing the results

ml convection to the heat flow would have to of the regressions for y on x and for x on y.

be made for each province. Such an analysis Because both the x(qo or Ts) and y(Pn) variables

is beyond the scope of this study and, therefore, analysed here are subject to error, the 're-

e have estimated the temperature at the Moho duced major axis' (WNA) and the 'least-squares

beneath each province by utilizing the Sao- cubic' (LSQC) methods of linear regression were

thermal gradient curves presented by Lachenbruch utilized in order to evaluate the correlation

and Sass (19771. The tmperature estimates of Pn versus qo and PC versus Tm. In the MNA

were interpolated from the curves of Lacbenbruch method [Kereackand Raldane. 1950). the x and

and Sass (19771, using the average heat flow y variables are scaled by standard deviations

and crustal thicknes calculated here (Table 2). of the data and the perpendicular distances

Temperature error eastimates are based on the of points to the least squares line are minimized.
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Fit. 2. Pn velocity and heat flow data averaged by province for North America. The pro-
vince abbreviations and the data are given in Table 2. Error bars correspond to plus and
minus two estimated standard errors of the mean for the Pn and heat flow observations.
The best fitting regression line for the case of the Sierra Nevada province excluded is
shown along with the regression parameters (case 4, Table 3). Data from Australia [Cull
and Denham. 19793 are shown by triangles with error bars (for heat flaw only) indicating
plus and minus one standard deviation. Each of the Australian data points corresponds
to an individual geological province. The data from Australia were not used in the re-
gression line calculation.

In the LSQC method [York. 1966. 19671, each given in Table 3. Regression parameters for
observation is weighted according to Its seti- standard least squares fit to the qo-P and
mated error in both the x and y directions. Tm-Pn data are shown for comparison wth the
The solution of a cubic equation yields the EA and LSQC methods as cases 11 to 15 in Table
coefficients A and 3 and estimates of their 3. The correlation coefficient r and the aeso-
standard deviations. Because each data point ciated level of significance a are determined
is individually weighted, and because errors from the linear correlation of the observation
in both variables are considered. this method without regard to estimated errors in the data
has the advantage that data points with the and, therefore, are the same for the three
smeallest errors have the greatest effect on methods.
the regression line. The regression parmeters The Pn velocity data are plotted versus beat
for the correlations of Pn velocity and heat flow and estimated temperature at the Koho in
flow and for P velocity and temperature are Figures 2 and 3. Error bars for the mean Pa

P. VELOCITY AND ESTUMD TEMPRATUREAT THE MOHO
OO0.& Qb" To EiT*AhJM E&WO

~~di.
( s, XCL/ DED \5%

c I

900 4W0 @W' 1O000 1200 1400
To EUTITED TEWERATURE AT MOO M

Fig. 3. P velocity and estimated temprature at the Noho dsta averaged by province
for North 1merIca. The province abbreviations and data are given in Table 2. Error
bars correspond to plus and minus two estimated standard deviations of the mean cal-
culated for the Pn data and estimated error limits for the temperatures. The best
fitting regression line for the case of the Sierra Nevada province excluded is shown
alon with the regression paraeters (case 6, Table 3).
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TABLE 4. Comparison of Temperature Derivatives Inferred From
Pn - T Regression vith Laboratory Determinations of

(3VP/3T)p for Ultramafic Rocks

3V 4P 10 Reference

-4.4 to -8.1 Regression of Pa and T (this study]
-4.12 Dunite [Kern and Richter, 19811
-4.94 Peridotite (Kern and Richter, 1981]
-5.6 Dunite [Christensen. 1979]
-6.1 Dunite [Ramananantoandro and Manghmani, 19781
-4.4 Peridotite. data from FTilits [19761
-6.5 Harxburgite (Peselnick and Nicolas. 19781
-6.7 harzburgite [Peelnick and Nicolas. 1978)
-5.6 Heraburgite [Peselnick and Nicolas. 1978]
-7.1 Lherzolite (Peselnick and Nicol", 1978)
-6.7 Lharzolita (Peselnick and Nicolas, 1978]
-6.2 Hrzburgice [Peselnick et al., 1977] (corrected

values by Peselnick and Nicolas 11978])
-6.9 Haraburgite [Peselnick et al., 1977] (corrected

values by Peselnick and Nicholas [1978])

velocity and heat flow values are scaled to the correlations of qo and Pu or T and P. are
plus and inus two estimated standard devia- statistically significant, the diferenc e

tions of the mean that correspond approximately between the Intercept and slope coefficients
to 95% confidence intervals. The error bars for the various regressions shown In Table 3
for temperature at the Hobo are estimated by (cases 1-4 for q and P ; cases 5-10 for T
the range of temperatures read from the gao- and P) are not lignif i6nt. "
thermal gradient curves of Lachenbruch and Sas
[1977) corresponding to the 951 confidence Laboratory Data
interval ranges of observed heat flow and
crustal thickness. The best fitting regres- To determine whether the regional variations
sion lines for the case of the Sierra Nevada in temperature calculated from beat flow are
province excluded are also shown in Figures sufficient to explain the entire variation in
2 and 3. continental Pn velocities, experimental values

If the Sierra Nevada data point is excluded of (WVp/DT)p must be considered. The regres-
from the least squares calculations, the cor- sion line val__es found in this study -4.4 z 104
relations between heat flow and Pn velocity to -8.1 10-' km/s/C compare well with the
and between temperature and F. velocity are range of experimental measurements of the tem-
statistically significant at the a - 0.05 level perature derivatives of compressional velocity
of significance (cases 3, 4, 7. 8, 9 and 10, for ultranafic rocks as shown In Table 4. Al-
Table 3). The Sierra Nevada data point is one though other factors could also have a signifi-
of the most discrepant points on the plots cant effect, these results are consistent with
shown in Figures 2 and 3 and its exclusion from the hypothesis that temperature effects could
the regression calculations is based on the explain the entire observed variation in Pn
fact that the estimated mantle heat flow for velocity between provinces.
the Sierra Nevada is anomalously low [Blackwell.
1971] and thus the estimated temperature at the Discussion
Hobo based on average surface heat flow may
be substantially In error. The estimated This study has demonstrated a statistically
teprature at the Hobo for the Southern Rocky significant relationship between continental
Mountains (SR) province also appears highly P. velocity and heat flow on a regional scale
anomalous (Figure 3). The high value of In- for North America. Beat flow has also been
ferred temperature is due to the large average related to crustal age [Polyak and Smirnov.
crustal thickness of the SR Province and the 19681 and to thickne,8 of the lithosphere
relatively high observed beat flow (Table 2). (Crough and Thompson. 1976; Pollack and
Such a high temperature should not exist at Chapman. 1977; Kono and Amsno, 1978]. Figure
the Hoho because it Is above the melting points 4 shows the observed relationship between P.
for likely mantle and lower crustal rocks. velocity. crustal age, and heat flow which
Uowever. because of the large error bars asso- was obtained by using the relationship between
ciated with the SR data point, its inclusion heat flow and age determined by Polyak and
In the regression analysis has little effect Smirnov [1968) (as plotted by Chapman and
on the resulting slope estimates (compare cases Pollack (1975]) and the relationship between
7 and 9 or 8 and 10 from Table 3). Although heat flow and Pn velocity found in this study.
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HEAT FLOW, Pn VELOCITY AND
AGE FOR CONTINENTAL CRUST
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Pig. 4. Relationship of observed at flow. crustal age and Pn velocity. Beat flow
age data are from Polyak and Smirnov (1968] as plotted by Chapman and Pollack [1975]
for continents. Pn velocity - heat flow relation is inferred by the linear regression
for North American data shown in Figure 2. Crustal age is interpreted as time since
the last thermal event affecting the continental lithosphere. Lover schematic dia-
gran illustrates the evolution of the continental lithosphere and upper antle velo-
city as a function of time (cooling of the lithosphere). Pn values are in km/s infer-
red from the qo - Pn - age curve above and the T, estimates (in "C) are inferred from
the Pn -

T m relationship illustrated in Figure 3. The depth to the base of the litho-
sphere is shown based on the depth to the estimated temperature of partial mlting of
upper mantle materials from the model of Pollack and Chapman 11977]. The dotted line
in the lower part of the figure show the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary according
to the relation determined by Kono and Amano [19783.

Although correlations of heat flow ago and differentiation by magmatic processes) and. (2)
heat flow P velocity do not necessarily Imply that variations in Pn velocity are due to aniso-
a causal relationship between age and Pn velo- tropy in which the degree of orientation of
city, the Pn versus age estimates for provinces nisotropic mineral grains varies with time.
in North America shown in Figure 4 suggest Rybacb and Buntsbarth 11982) have recently pre-
that this relationship is valid. Lithospheric santed data to Indicate that seismic velocity
thickness astimates from Pollack and Chapman and heat generation in crystalline rocks are
[19771 and Kons and Amano (1978) are also shown inversely related and thus variations in com-
in Figure 4. These results suggest that thick- position (and, therefore, heat generation)
suing of the lithosphere and an increase in could be a controlling factor in variations
upper mantle Pn velocity are related processes in upper mantle seismic velocity. However,
caused by cooling of the continental litho- the agremnt of (aln/3T)p. estimated from
sphere with time after a thermo-tectonic event, the regression of Tm and Pn with experimentally
The observed range of continental upper mantle determined temperature derivatives for ultra-
Pn velocities (27.6 - 8.3 Wals) can be explained mafic rocks suggests that the entire variation
as primarily the results of regional differences may be due to temperature effects.
in temperature at the Hoho discontinuity. Data from North America were selected for

Alternative explanations for the heat flow, the analysis of the relation between Pn velo-
P and crustal age data are (1) that Pn velo- city and heat flow because the voltae and
clty is a function of composition that may vary geographical distribution of data were euf-
with age (for example, by loss of volatiles or ficient to permit statistical analysis. A
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similar Pn versus heat flow relationship (Tig- The Earth Beneath the Continents, Geophys.
uar 2) was suggested by Cull and Denham [19791 Monogr. Ser., Vol. 10, edited by J.*S.
for Australia. Although no detailed analysis Steainhart and T. J. Smith, pp. 166-180,
has been performed, a brief examination of the AGU, Washington. D.C., 1966.
Pn and heat flow data for Europe and Asia sug- Blackwell. D., The thermal structure of the
jests that a similar relationship will be found continental crust, in The Structure and
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ABSTRACT. Seismic energy propagating through vertically and

laterally varying structures of the earth's crust and lover
lithosphere-uppermost mantle is responsible for the numerous and
complex seismic phases observed on short-period seismograms at
regional distance ranges (100 to 2000 kin). Recent advances in
techniques for computing synthetic seismograms make it practical
to calculate complete seismograms that realistically model many
features of regional phases. A modified reflectivity method
program is used to interpret some details of record sections of
Nevada Test Site (NTS) underground explosions that were observed
700 to 800 km from the sources.

I. INTRODUCTION

Regional seismic phases recorded by high-gain, short-period or
broadband instruments are likely to play an increasingly im-
portant role in seismic source location and identification as
acceptable magnitude thresholds are pushed to lower levels.
From the standpoint of complexity of seismograms, the epicentral
distance range between -200 km and the transition to simpler
teleseismic waveforms around 2000 km presents many challenges to
the seismic analyst. In this range, propagation paths can

traverse the crust, the lower lithosphere, and the uppermost
mantle where both vertical and lateral heterogeneities strongly
influence waveform characteristics. Good observational data are
rare for testing analysis techniques developed for regional
problems. In contrast to the numerous detailed crustal refrac-
tion/reflection profiles that have been obtained from many parts
of the world out to distances -200 ki, relatively few long-range
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profiles exist where station spacing is sufficiently tight to
facilitate a clear interpretation of the onset, development, and
amplitude vs. distance behavior of the many observable phases.
Thus, although signals from sources of interest may be easily
observable at regional distances, derivation of source para-
meters fromn observations at sparsely located observatories or
arrays will require careful analysis and modeling of the in-
tricacies of wave propagation at these scales.

Phases of interest in regional identification studies fall
into two main categoriest large amplitude, long duration, but
somewhat indistinct wave groups such as Lg and P; and body waves
(mainly compressional) that appear either as first arrivals or
closely following as possible wide angle reflections /near-
critical refractions from interfaces and/or steep velocity
gradients in the deep. crust, lower lithosphere, and uppermost
mantle. The Lg and P phases are often the largest amplitude
features on regional short-period seismograms, but a clear
explanation of how Lg and P propagate is still lacking (11;
this lack perhaps is reflected in the fact that seismologists
frequently use the notations f or Pg9 interchangeably in
reference to a broad, large amplitude phase following Pn- We
adopt the P notation here. The phase in question propagates
very well in the western United States, but attenuates rapidly
in the eastern U.S. A group velocity around 6 km/s implies P
propagates as compressijonal waves ultiply reflected within the
crust-which my thus act as a waveguide. Similarly, the -3.5
km/s group velocity for Lg suggests shear waves multiply re-
flecting within the crustal layers. Some authors 121 prefer to
treat Lg as a superposition of higher mode Love and Rayleigh
waves propagating in a nearly laterally homogeneous, vertically
layered crust. In any case, the propagation physics is com-
plicated and will require quite sophisticated synthetic seismo-
gram codes to properly model and interpret observed waveforms.

Record sections of long-range seismic refraction profiles
often show peor more nearly parallel travel time Mr vs. dis-
tance (a) Cranches following within several seconds of first
arrivals (3, 4, 51. Bach secondary branch may be traceable only
over a distance interval of 50 to 200 km before being replaced
in a "shingle-like" fashion with another branch or set of ar-
rivals (5, 6, 191. These are usually interpreted as parts Of
cusp phases arising from critical refractions and/or wide-angle
reflections from first order discontinuities or steep velocity
gradients in the upper mntle. Archambeau et &1. [71 and
Burdick and Relmborger 18], for example, have derived velocity
vs. depth models for the major features of the upper mantle
beneath the U.S. by a joint analysis of travel times, amplitude
vs. distance variations, and waveform fitting of the first few
compressional arrivals *observed at widely separated seismograph
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stations throughout the U.S. These and similar models by others
are most valid for depths greater than about 250 km. Although
these analyses suggest that the main features of mantle structure
at depths below about 300 km (corresponding to compressional
first arrivals at epicentral ranges beyond -1500 km)-may be more
uniform over a global scale [8), it is. known that significant
lateral variations in lower lithosphere and uppermost mantle
properties occur beneath the continents on regional and perhaps
even finer scales (8, 9, 10, 111. In the depth range between
the Moho and -300 ki, several types of structural variations
have been suggested in the literature that would give rise to
wide angle reflections, converted phases, and similar closely
spaced arrivals on seismograms at regional ranges. ?p These in-
clude the presence or absence of the S-wave and/or the P-wave
low velocity zone (LVZ) in the asthenosphere, high velocity
mantle lids (12, 131, alternating lamellae of positive and
negative velocity gradients [6, 19), etc. These early arriving
phases often have better defined onsets than the P and Lg phases
and, since they are observed at distances beyond that where a
true head wave Pn arrival can be expected, they may be useful in
regional source location and identification. In order to make
use of the information contained in these arrivals (especially
the amplitude vs. distance behavior for particular paths of
interest), it will be necessary to use modern sophisticated
synthetic seismogram techniques to derive localized fine scale
details from generalized crust-mantle models.

The purpose of this paper is to explore a few of the prob-
lems in modeling regional short-period seismograms by means of a
modified reflectivity method (141 computer program developed by
R. Kind 115). This numerical program accounts for the effects
of a buried source and is thus capable of computing 'complete'
seismograms-including refracted waves, surface reflected body
waves such as the pP phase, and surface waves. The effects of
anelastic attenuation (Q) for each layer are included as an
integral part of the method [15). The most severe limitation of
the technique for studies' of regional seismograms is the assump-
tion of lateral homogeneity (this is also a limitation for nor-
mal modes summation techniques). An item of interest will be
the extent synthetics can be made to match observed waveforms
under this restriction.

Two problems are considered. The first, labeled the B-3
model for brevity, employs a simple model consisting of three
layers in the crust without velocity gradients and an almost
uniform velocity mantle. A large range of apparent surface
phase velocities is used in order to display S phases and sur-
face waves. The second, calculation, the A-10 model, treats the
mantle structure in detail, but confines attention to compres-
sional phases near ther start of the seismogram. The more
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Fig. 1. (a) Location map of the western United States with
relative positions of the Nevada Test Site and the Y-ESRP

recording line. (b) Enlargement shoving positions of stations
that recorded the 27 September 1978 RU?4ET explosion. Asterisk
denotes approximate are for mantle ray turning points from NTS
explosions.

important conclusions of the A-10 model are sumarized here-a
fuller discussion of this calculation and the implications for
uppermost mantle structure beneath the western U.S. can be found
in a previous publication [16):

A c parison of the synthetic seismogram calculations has
been made with a lO0km-long record section of short-period ver-
tical component seismograms obtained in eastern Idaho during the
1978 Yallovetone-Etastrn Snake River Plains (T-ESRLP) seismic
profiling experiment. For these observations, the sources were
underground nuclear explosions at the Nevada Test Site (NTS) at
distances between 720 and 820 km from the nearly radially ori-
ented Linear station array (Fig. I). Only the records from the
largest NT4 explosion, the ab - 5.7 EUeMY event at 1720%00.076
GMT, 27 September 1978, are reproduced here since they have the
beat signal-to-noise ratio of the three NTS explosions observed
during the experiment. Additional details of the Y-ESRP instru-
mntation, experiment, and data can be found elsewhere (161.
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2. COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUE

As discussed by Kind [151 and by Fuchs and 16iller [14], the
reflection coefficient and time shift calculations in the re-
flectivity method are carried out in the frequency domain and
then Fourier transformed to plot seismograms. We included
Muller's [171 earth flattening approximation in both of our
problems to account for earth curvature effects. Both P and S
velocities are independently specified in all calculations,
since the reflection coefficients are functions of both P and S
velocity contrasts at non-normal incidence angles and are
required even when only computing P phases over a narrow time
window. In the A-10 calculation, for example, the departure of
the P/S velocity ratio in a layer from that given by J1oisson's
ratio = 1/4 is an important factor in our interpretation [16].
Densities are given by a Birch's Law relation (density - 0.252 +
0.3788*P velocity). The attenuation factor Qa for P waves was
chosen as 25 in the source layers, 200 in the upper crust, and
1000 in the lower crust and the uppermost mantle layers; for the
LVZ modeling of the A-1O model, Qa in the asthenospheric
layers was adjusted as part of the fitting procedure (see
Fig. 5). The attenuation factor for S waves was always assumed
to be 4Qa/9 1201. The explosive source algorithm [16] was used
with the source buried at a depth of 0.640 km in a layer of P
velocity - 3.55 km/s. These were close to actual field values
for the NTS RUIMY explosion. Time intervals, number of samples,
and computed lengths of seismograms were chosen so that the
dominant frequency of the source spectrum was 1.6 Hz for the
A-10 calculation-again close to the observed value. In order
to save computer time for the extended duration B-3 seismogram
sections, the parameters were chosen so that the dominant fre-
quency of the source was shifted to 0.25 Hz; although this was
low compared to observed frequencies, we felt it was adequate
for the puposes of this initial study. To avoid long computer
runs, the wave field was only computed within a limited phase
velocity window. 1 km/s to 20 km/s for B-3, and 6.5 km/s to
1000 km/s for A-l0. These integration limits sometimes in-
troduced spurious single cycle "phases" at these apparent velo-
cities in the computed record sections. The limit velocities
were chosen so as to not overlap or interfere with arrivals of
interest in the observations. In the record section plots, the
amplitudes of each trace have been multiplied by station dis-
tance to maintain a convenient scaling of the amplitudes of the
phases which are subject to geometrical spreading and attenua-
tion due to anelasticity.
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Fig. 2. Vertical component low time resolution seismic record
section of the RUSff explosion as recorded at Snake River Plains
stations. The time scale is compressed to show envelope be-
havior; individual waveforms not readily seen. The P phase is
the broad feature at reduced times between 30 and 60 s. Upward
ground motion to the left.

3. DISCUSSION

3.1 The Extended Time Seismograms& B-3 Model

Figure 2 is a true relative amplitude vertical component record
section of the RIUY explosion recorded on ten matched short-
period (1' Us natural frequency) instruments deployed in the
eastern Snake liver Plains (Fig. 1). Although the time scale is
too compressed to reveal many details of the waveforms, several
important overall features can be noted. The broad (-40-second-
long) envelope of the P phase appears at reduced times between
approximately 30 to 60+ seconds, and is the largest amplitude
feature on the record. In contrast, the Lg phase expected at
reduced times of -130+ seconds (an average velocity of about 3.5
ku/s) is poorly developed on these unfiltered records; it is
only obvious at the 770-km station. A few impulsive arrivals
cam be seen (such as the first arrivals at reduced time -10
seconds, wbich will be discussed in Sec. 3.2, and perhaps an
Sn j?) phase at tred-80 seconds and -780 ki), but the
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impression one gets by viewing this observed section is that the
correlations seem to be better described as broad energy
correlations rather than phase correlations. A similar con-
clusion is suggested by seismograms from central Asia shown in
the paper of Ruzaikin et al. (1). A coherent structure in the P
and Lg phases is difficult to trace from station to station even
though the stations are only separated by 8 km on the average.

The results of an attempt to model late time arrivals over
a regional distance range is shown in Fig. 3. A rudimentary,
almost trivial, crust/mantle velocity structure was assumed that
consisted of three constant velocity layers in the crust over-
laying a nearly constant velocity halfspace. (A slight negative
gradient in P velocity was introduced just below t~te IMoho in
order to suppress the Pn amplitudes as required by t6 e observa-
tions; see Sec. 3.2.) We note several points.

(a) The seismogram section from 100 to 900 km and the enlarged
individual record for 800 km shows a surprising amount of
complexity at times beyond the first arrivals even though
an extremely simple earth model and source function is
used. Groups corresponding to the P and Lg phases can be
identified.

(b) There appears to be a considerable amount of S-wave energy
although none is present in the explosion source algorithm.
This is probably due to P-to-S and S-to-P, etc., conver-
sions at interfaces and to multiples which the program
adequately includes.

(c) The calculated dispersed fundamental mode Rayleigh wave is
very large. There are at least two reasons this Rayleigh
wave is not representative of the observatio's. First, no
corrections for the short-period bandpass rc.sponse of the
seismometers were included in the synthetics. Second, the
assumed source spectrum has too much energy at the longer
periods as compared with a near point-source representative
of a NTS explosion, thus over enhancing the Rayleigh Waves.
Long-period Rayleigh waves from actual underground explo-
sions are probably generated or modified and enhanced by
mechanisms such as spall closure and/or tectonic strain
release; these mechanisms are not adequately treated by the
explosion algorithm used for the present calculation.

(d)- Because the calculated seismogram sections are quite com-
plicated even for this simple earth model, they give the
impression that broad "Packets of energy" can be more
readily correlated than any well defined- phases--for at
least the P and LS phases. This was the case with the
observations in Fig. 2. Itt order to better understand the
gross behavior of these phases with distance and to
identify the origin of obscure features, it will be
necessary to include calculations of the horizontal
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(radial) component and to perform calculations at small
station separation to increase recognizability of phase
correlations.

These results suggest that the modified reflectivity method,
even with the restrictive assumption of lateral homogeneity, can
be a useful technique in understanding the intricacies of Lg and
P phases and the types of earth structures that most affect them.
In addition, these studies suggest that observations of complex
and apparently-incoherent seismic phase arrivals--even over short
distances--do not necessarily imply strong lateral heterogeneity
in crustal structure. Parameter studies would help identify
those aspects where refinements due to lateral h terogeneity
and/or scattering need to be considered in order to Setter match
observations.

3.2 Early Time Arrivals; A-10 Model

Figures 4a and 4b are enlarged portions of the first few
seconds of the digitized RUMMY vertical component seismograms
(see also Fig. 2) that show details of the earliest arrivals.
We have interpreted [16] this record section in terms of three
different compressional phases, all having apparent velocities
close to 8 km/s. (a) an extremely weak leading arrival labeled
Pn, which was lost in the background noise for the two other,
lower yield, NTS shots that were also recorded during the Y-ESRP
experiments; (b) a stronger phase labeled Plid follows Pn by
about two or three seconds for epicentral distances between 700
and 780 km; (c) beyond 780 km, the Plid phase appears to be
overtaken and overwhelmed by a low-frequency phase, PI, whose
amplitude increases rapidly with distance out to at least the
farthest station of the linear array. The detailed reasons for
these labels and identifications are discussed in 1161; they can
be summarized as follows.

The phase labeled Pn could be a wide angle reflection from
a weak P-velocity contrast in the lower lithosphere below the
Hoho rather than a true headwave (in the strict sense of the
mathematical definition) that travels along the H-discontinuity
interface over the entire 800-km path. However, the sub-Moho
P velocity (7.7 to 7.9 km/s) in this region of the Great Basin

is known to be close to both the average and the apparent ve-
locity observed in Figs. 2 and 4. This, plus the fact that
other travel time arguments 1161 suggest there is no evidence

for mantle lids or other thin but fairly high gradient zones
down to a depth of about 100 km, argues that the most straight-
forward explanation for this arrival is that it is a Pn-type
phase. We calculate that the energy at 800 km is greatly re-
duced because the wave travels in a region beneath the Moho that
has a slight negative velocity gradient.

4 !
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Fig. 4. 1a) True relative amplitude record section of early
compressional arrivals from the RUtSY explosion. (b) Same as
(a) with increased amplitudes to show weak Pn phase. Upward
motion to the left. All traces low pass filtered at 3 Hz.

The sudden onset at about 780 km and subseqktent rapid
amplitude growth of the ?I phase indicates it is the cusp of
the critically refracted P-waves from the steep velocity gradi-
ent at the base of the asthenospheric low velocity zone. The
observed dominant low frequency content is then explained by the
attenuation of the high frequency components as the energy
travels first downward and then back up through the very low-Q
region of the LVZ. The notation of P for this phase follows
the convention establ'ished by Archambeau et &l. 171.
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The travel times, moderate amplitudes, and relatively high

frequency content imply the phase identified as Plid is a wide
angle reflection from a discontinuity near the base of the
mantle lid (- top of LVZ) in this area.

The conclusions concerning these three early arriving com-
pressional phases sumarized above were confirmed by using the
modified reflectivity program to quantitatively model the arri-
val times, amplitudes, and waveforms in the first 15 seconds of
the record sections. The procedure was to begin with a generic
P-velocity vs. depth model for the western U.S. (the T-7 model)
derived from a wider data set by Burdick and Helmberger [8) and
then to perturb the model to achieve a better fit [16]. Because
of the influence of S-velocity contrasts on the P-wtve re-

flectivity calculations, an S-velocity vs. depth model'derived
by Priestly and Brune [18] from an analysis of Rayleigh and Love

wave dispersion on paths crossing the area of interest in the
Great Basin of Eastern Nevada was incorporated into the syn-
thetic seismogram modeling. The starting T-7 and Priestly-Brune

(P/B) velocity models are shown by dotted lines in Fig. 5. The
generic T-7 P-wave model has a pronounced mantle lid with a
strong positive P-velocity gradient beneath the Moho for depths

from 33 to 65 km. Calculation of synthetics for this lid
structure gave very large amplitudes for the "Pn" arrival,
which was superimposed on a strong reflection from the base of
the lid at 65 km [16]. Thus, the T-7 + P/B starting model gave
results very different from observations. However, as seen in
Fig. 5, only small changes to the initial model were necessary
to match the observations. To bring the calculated synthetic
seismograms into agreement with observations, the gradient at
the base of the LVZ had to be raised to shallower depths and the
positive gradient lid replaced with a smooth but gradual nega-
tive gradient starting at the M-discontinuity. The final model,
-10, that matches observations is shown by the solid lines in

Fig. 5. Figure 6 is the comparison between the observed and
synthetic record sections. interestingly, no discontinuity in
P-velocity is necessary to explain the Plid reflections; the
reflections can be adequately modeled by a small negative step
in S velocities at a depth of about 100 km. The synthetics,
however, do not seem to adequately model the long oscillatory

trains following the P1 phase onset. This is probably due to
interference effects caused by fine structure in the lower LVZ
ve~ocity gradient that we have not yet modeled by thin enough
layers in the calculation [16).

These calculations illustrate that synthetic modeling tech-
niques can be helpful in phase identification and in quantitative
calculations of amplitude vs. distance behavior and waveform
characteristics. With a sophisticated reflectivity method cal-

culation we were able to model several important features of

- - ..-- . ~ - -
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VELOCITY (KM/S)

1 O0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0

•--50

-100

0:150

250

A- 10
T7+P/B ------------

Fig. 5. P-velocity (a) and S-velocity (B) vs. depth plots for
the T-7/Priestly-Brune and A-10 models. Assumed Q structure at
left; a (dimensionless) is Poisson's ratio.

regional short-period seismograms. The technique appears
promising in advancing knowledge of wave propagation and source
identification at regional distance ranges.
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SEISMIC VELOCITY AND Q-STRUCTURE OF THE UPPER MANTLE LID
AND LOW VELOCITY ZONE FOR THE EASTERN GREAT BASIN

K. H. Olsen, 1 L. W. Braile, 2 and P. A. Johnson1

1Geosciences Division, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 875452Department of Geoseiences, Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana 47907

Abstract. A 100-km-long record section of NTS (8 km) and yet long enough (M.100 km) to identify at least
explroi recorded in the eastern Snake River Plains three distinct (T, A) branches for P waves whose
(70<A<80) shows the cusp of critical refractions raypathsbottom in the uppermost mantle beneath a
from the steepened P velocity gradient at the bottom small area in east-central Nevada. Modeling of the
of the upper mantle LVZ. Synthetic seismograms arrival times, amplitudes, and waveforms using a
calculated with a modified reflectivity program have reflectivity method synthetic seismogram program
keen used to derive a regional velocity model of the (Kind, 1978; Fuchs and M'ller, 1971) enables us to
upper mantle beneath the eastern Great Basin. The perturb the generic western U.S. models into a
model suggests that observed very weak P arrivals crust-upper mantle model which gives fine details of
are due to a slight negative velocity gradient below the the LVZ transition in this region.
Moho and that no high velocity mantle lid exists in this
region. Observations

Introduction
Our observations are recordings of two NTS nuclear

The seismic velocity versus depth structure of the explosions obtained while our equipment was deployed
upper mantle and lower crust beneath tectonically in eastern Idaho during the Yellowstone-Snake River
active areas of the western United States has been Plains (Y-SRP) cooperative seismic profiling experi-
studied extensively for nearly 20 years. This has been ment (Brale et al., 1979). Twelve special high-explosive
possible because Nevada Test Site (NTS) underground shots plus blasts at two quarries were used as sources
explosions and western U.S. and Mexican earthquakes for crustal profiles in eastern Idaho and Yellowstone
provide frequent seismic sources in an area well Park. Figurela shows the area of the Y-SRP
covered by seismograph stations. Compressional experiment; Figure lb indicates those stations that
velocity distributions have mainly been determined by were recorded on an approximate radial line to two NTS
integrating the slope of the travel time curve, dT/dA, explosions on September 27, 1978 (Table 1). Because
using the Herglotz-Wechert method. The required RUMMY and DRAUGHTS explosion sites were within
travel time (T) versus distance (A) data have been 3 km of each other, our observed record sections are
analysed from short-period recordings obtained along nearly identical except DRAUGHTS amplitudes are
long-range profiles (Archambeau et al., 1969; Masse et about 1/4 RUMMY amplitudes. We discuss only the
al., 1972) and/or from apparent velocities measured better signal-to-noise RUMMY seismograms.
directly across large seismic arrays (Johnson, 1967). Instrumentation consisted of 13 vertical component
Recently, availablility of high speed computers and short-period (1 Hz natural frequency) seismometers.
development of sophisticated synthetic seismogram Ten of these were telemetered to a centrally located
modeling techniques make it practical to fit the travel site and recorded on analog magnetic tape; the three
time and amplitude data by a trial and error procedure southernmost instruments were recorded on portable
(Burdick and Helmberger, 1978; Wiggins and smoked paper units and FM tape recorders. All records
Helmberger, 1973). The important advantage of the were digitized at 100 samples per second and filtered
synthetic seismogram method is that it makes optimum (0-3 Hz) for this analysis.
use of amplitude data and detailed waveform fitting to The reduced-time, true relative amplitude record
derive P velocity structure. section for the RUMMY explosion is displayed in

Many compressional and\shear wave studies show Figure 2. Three separate compressional phases within
that a major feature of the tiantle structure beneath the first four seconds are marked on Figure 2a; our
the western U.S. is a low velcity zone (LVZ) in the reasoning in so identifying these arrivals is as follows:
depth range between 60 and 30 km. It is well known (1) The very first arrivals with an apparent velocity
that significant lateral variations in LVZ properties of 7.8-7.9 km/s are so weak that they could easily be
(thickness, depth, values of minimum S and P velocities, missed on initial inspection. From the Y-SRP refrac-
presence or absence of a lithospherie "lid," etc.) occur tion data, we determined that the M-discontinuity is
over distances of several hundred kilometers and 40km below these stations and the mantle Pn
perhaps to even finer scales (Burdick and Helmberger, velocity is close to 7.9km/s. An enlarged view of the
1978; York and Helmberger, 1973; Romanowiez and first 12 seconds is shown in Figure2b where the
Cara, 1980). On the other hand, Burdick and consistency of the Pn arrivals across the spread is
Helmberger (1978) suggest mantle structure deeper more apparent. These Snake River Plains seismic
than about 300 km is more uniform over a global scale stations had quite low background noise so the
and therefore amenable to modeling using widely implication is that a true headwave Pn arrival will
spaced sources and seismograph stations if emphasis is rarely be seen at distances beyond 600km in the
placed on long period body wave arrivals at distances western U.S., except from events of mb 6. In these
beyond 100. Here we report on a record section of SRP seismograms the ratio of the amplitudes of the
NTS explosions taken with matched short-period Pn arrivals to those of the P phase is smaller than
instruments having a sufficiently small station spacing 0.005. (The 1 energy arrives at reduced times greater

than 32 seconds so is not shown in Figure 2a). Other
This paper is not subject to U.S. copyright. Pub- investigators (e.g., Hill, 1972, 1973) have commented
lished in 1980 by the American Geophysical Union. that Pn energy at these distances is probably very
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MM up then used a refleetivity method program developed by
ur11 Kind (1978), which properly accounts for the effects of

oa buried source and thus allows computation of
complete nesmo rams. One advanta e of the
refletivcty method over C onird-de Hoop techniques
(Hemberger, 1973; elmberler and Burdik, 19 ) is

I.SNthat Q values can be individually ssined to each
Smodel layer rather than distributd over the entire path

adopted as the starting model for compressional wave

u ao velocites in the rust and manle. The generic T-I-T model-was constructed mainly from lonig period data to

40 M the NW and SE of XTS--w/th emphasis an vloity
a tm saiV structure below 200km (arrivals for azl>IO). Since

11 II1.1.41V our observations are in the range 70<<80, we
(a) ) perturbed the initial model only at depths above

Figure 1. (a) Location map of the western U.S. with 250 km. The T-7 model has a Pn velocity of

relative positions of the Nevada Test Site and the 7.95km/s with a positive gradient below the
Y-SRP refraction line. (b) Enlargement showing seismic M-discontinuity to 8.05 km/see at the bottom of the lid
stations in Idaho used for the September 27 at 65km. A sutstantial LVZ for P-velocities is

observations. Asterisk denotes the approximate area in includeoPbelow 65 km (Figure 5).
the Great Basin for mantle ray turning points from.NTS We did not calculate synthetics for shear wave
explosions. phases but were required to include a realistic

S-velocity structure because shear wave velocity
contrasts can have a major influence on P-wave

weak and that care must be taken when attempting to reflection coeffieients--especially for large angles of

extend the Pn branch during long range refraction incidence. Priestly and Brune (1978) used dispersion of

profiling, fundamental mode Rayleigh and Love waves to derive a

(2) Following Pn by about three seconds are shear velocity model in the eastern Great Basin very

stronger arrivals also having apparent velocities close close to the area of the mantle turning points of this

to 8km/s. A striking feature of Figure 2a is that study. The combined P- and S-velocity model, T-7/PB,

beyond 780km the amplitude of the second arriving is shown in Figure5 along with Poisson's ratio (a)

phase increases rapidly with distance and the dominant calculated from the tabulated velocities.

frequency is noticably lower (,0.S Hz) than the The modified refleetivity synthetics for the T-7/PB

frequencies for A<780km and for the Pn phase (both velocity model are shown in Figure4a for an extended

-1.6 Hz). This qualitative observation strongly suggests range from 600 km to 960 km. The P1 phase can be

that the rapid increase of the low frequency phase for seen only for distances beyond 840 km and reduced

6< 780km is a manifestation of a critical distance times greater than 13 seconds. In order to bring the

effect and that the high frequency energy has been synthetic P1 phase into agreement with the observed

attenuated along the travel path. The obvious place for arrival times and to shift the cusp from ^820 km back

this to occur is during the two-way transit of energy to 1-780 km it was necessary to bring the gradient at the

through the mantle LVZ (which also has a high

anelasticity, i.e., low Q). These critical refractions are 20
shown schematically In the ray diagram of Figure 3; we
follow the convention of Archambeau et aL. (1969) in
labeling this cusp phase P1 . 15

(3) The higher frequency second arrivals for
6< 780 km we attribute to large Iale reflections from
an interface lying mainly above the LVZ. These a j0 :_l-

reflections are overtaken and overwhelmed by P1 for - (a)

A<780. Because of the apparent velocity near 8km/s1  ---------------

the high frequency content, and travel time just longer 5 II

than Pn, the synthetic seismogram modeling dis-
cussed below suggests this reflection oeurs at the base
of the mantle lid and hence our notation of Plid. 00 7

Modeling 12 OISTANCE l10)

Our technique in modeling the record section was to -

first use a fast asymptotic ray theory computer P .b
program (derveni, 1979) to fit travel times and CW

approximate amplitudes. For more exact modeling we S

I- 0 .700 720 740 760 700 OO 82D $40

TABLE I. iPTS uplowm r (Sepemb , 27. 1970 OISTACE ouIi
Or,6,, Tme rwdimtm - epth rSIUf.wv %Q66nitd RUMMY1'r

so.#.. It1 tt. Le4. W ( m) (mb Pigure 2. (a)True relative amplitude record section of
nlW'rC.Hs 1709:00.071 37,740 114.0200W 441 lO2 s P-wave arrivals from RUMMY. (b)Same as (a) with
RU ,,4Y 172,0.076 ,.0800WI 11..o.5,0W 60 12 .7 increased amplitudes to show weak Pn phase.

raf
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0 • m VELOCITY (KM/S)

-A,' : 3 4 5 6 7 a00
Figure 3. Schematic ray diagram showing the head 10 .1..
wave phase Pn, the P1 phase critically refracted
from the gradient noar the bottom of the LVZ, and the .-
Plid phase reflected from the base of the mantle lid.

bottom of the LVZ to shallower depths and to make A- 10 -

slight adjustments to Its curvature. Also note from T7+P/B ............
Figure 4a that the T-7/PB model gives too large Figure 5. P-velocity (a) and S-velocity (B) versus depth
amplitudes for Pn arrivels, and the Plid phase from plots for the T-7/PB and A-10 models. Assumed
the discontinuity at 65ikm depth arrives about 2.5 Q-structure for both models shown at left, a is
seconds too early so s superimposed on the Pn phase Poisson's ratio.
throughout much of the 600-960 km range. The result
of perturbing the T-7/PB velocity model to better
match the observations of Figure 2 is model A-10 shown contrasts (-.3 km/s for P,- 0.39 km/s for S) are used at
in Figure 5. The A-10 synthetics are compared with the a depth of ^. 100 kin. In fact, by including the effect of
original T-7/PB model In Figure 4b and with, the more S-velocity contrasts on the P-wave reflection co-
limited distance range observations in Figure 6. effieients, we can match observed Plid amplitudes by

keeping the P-velocity contrast at zero and relying
Discussion entirely on an S contrast of -0.15 km/s to produce the

effect on these wide angle reflections. In moving the
We can summarize the nature and reasons for the bottom of the S-velocity lid from a depth of 65km

various model perturbations as follows: proposed by Priestly and Brune to the -100 km required
(1) The steepened positive P-velocity gradient in the In our A-10 model, we introduced a negative gradient in

lower part of the LVZ has been raised in order to fit the S-velocities between these two depths; a similar
the arrival times and cusp distance of the PI phase. negative gradient can be seen in the higher mode

(2) In order to match the observed weak Pn, a inversions by Cam (1979), but these are not plotted in
slight negative gradient just below the M-discontinuity Figure 5. Hill (1972) and Hales (1969) previously re-
is required instead of the positive gradient of the ported arrivals following Pn by two to three seconds
generic T-7 model. In fact, our A-10 P-velocity model at distances of v.600 km in sections from long range
suggests that, beneath this part of the Great Basin, the refraction experiments in the Columbia Plateau
LVZ may be in contact with the erust at the (EDZOE experiment) and the central U.S. (EARLY
*-discontinuity. Similar indications of the absence of a RISE), respectively. Their interpretations-usng travel
high velocity lid in parts of the western U.S. have been time Information only-suggest a thin (%10 km), sharp,
cited by Archambeau et al. (1969) (especially for their but high velocity (8.0 to 8.4 km/s) lid at depths of
SHOAL-FALLON SE profile). 90-100 km is present in those regions. Our Great Basin

(3) The large negative discontinuity at a depth of data agrees in placing a discontinuity (which is perhaps
65 km present in both the T-7 P-veloeities and the the "boundary" between the lithosphere and the
Priesy-Brune model appears to be too shallow to athenosphere) at lOO km but our P-velocity contrast
properly match the observed Plid-Pn travel time cannot be as pronounced as those implied by Hill and
delay. The observed delay is better reproduced If the Hales and still give rise to the comparitively weak
discontinuity Is at about 100 km depth. amplitudes that we observe in the 750 km range.

(4) The calculated amplitudes of the Pldre- (5) the Q-strueture (for P-waves) used for the A-10
flection are much too large if the T-7/PB velocity model was a generalization of proposed values that

have appeared in recent literature. The most important
. . . .. . . . segment is the low value centered in the LVZ. A Qo

value in the range between 50 and 100 appears to
adequately attenuate the higher frequency components

I . .. go'1-1 4WP SIM TW0- "M-. Ili, --

Fgure 4. Sythetic seismograms (Z-component) of 0 .. !ey cpreona ph (a) the Ie - -,,
T-7/PB model and (b) the A-10 mantle model (Figure 5) 0o5700 IM) ....,. ,,MM amis

which match the observations In the 720 to 820-km (a) ()
range. Travel time curves calculated from the Cerveny Figure 6. Comparison of observed (a) and synthetic (b)
program. Amplitude multiplied by distance for seismogram record sections for the 720 to 820-km
convenient plotting. dbtance range.
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of the P1 phase. Q0 ,100 in the LVZ does not Burdick, L.J. and HeImberger, D.V., The upper
attenuate P1 enough, whereas Qa ,, 25 completely mantle P velocity structure of the westem United
obliterates the P 1 phase In the synthetics. Our value States, J. Geopys. Res., 83, 1699-1712, 1978.
of S0<Q&<100 is of the same order as that deduced by Cara, M., Lateral variatio 0f S velocity in the upper
Helmberger (1973) from Cagniard-de Hoop techniques, mantle, Geoohys. J. Roy. Astron. Soc., 57, 649-670,

(6) One possible shortcoming of the A-10 model is 1979.
the failure to reproduce details of the oscillations of terveng, V., Accuracy of ray theoretical aeismo-
the observed P2 phase. We do not believe this to be a grams, J. Ganphy., 46, 135-149, 1979.
result of an inadequately detailed source spectrum, Fuchs, K. and Mler-, G., Computation of synthetic
since a comparison of the explosion source spectrum seismograms with the reflectivity method and
algorithm used in the modified reflectivity code s comparison with obse.vations, Geophys. J. Roy.
reasonably represented by the source spectrum plus Astron. Soc., 23, 417-433, 1971.
instrument response function calculated from known Hars,1A. , T seismic discontinuity In the litho-
physical parameters of these explosions (Mueller and sphere, Earth and Planet. Science Letters. 7, 44-46,
Murphy, 1971). Arehambeau et al. (1969) observed 1969.
compressional wave energy spread out in long, rather Helmberger, D. V., On the structure of the low
complicated omcillatory wave trains near caustics and velocity zone, Geophys. J. Roy. Astron. Soc., 34,
attributed this to interference between refracted and 251-263, 1973.
reflected components near the cusp. Our model layer HelImbrger, D.V. and Burdick, L.J., Synthetic
thicknesses (,.5 kin) In the region of the lower depths of seismogrms, Ann. Rev. of Earth and Planetwy
the LVZ (120-150km) are of the same order as the Sciences 7, 417-442, 1979.
wavelengths (0.10km) of the dominant short period Hill, M.P.,Critically refracted waves in a spheri-
energy. Thus, we believe the oscillatory P1 trains cally symmetric radially hetergeneous earth model,
may be due to small details of fine structure In the Geophys. J. Roy. Astron. Soc., 34, 251-263, 1973.
transition zone which we have not yet attempted to Hill, D.P., Crustal and upper mantle structure of the
model at the required resolution. Columbia Plateau from long range seismic-

In conclusion, relatively minor adjustments in the refraction measurements, Geol. Soo. America
T-7/PB model for the western U.S. yield an uppermost Bulletin, 83, 1639-1648, 1972.
mantle structure that reproduces in detail the upper Jo i, CR., Array measurements of P veloci-
mantle arrivals and very weak Pn observed in the ties in the upper mantle, J. Geophys. Res.. 72,
Great Basin. 6309-6323, 1967.
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Modeling Short-Period Crustal Phases (P. Lg) for Long-Range
Refraction Profiles

K.H. Ol1= 1, L.W. Braile 2 and IJN. Stewart'
'gawk and Spacreno... iindm Lu Almc -NowmiLabereawey. Las Alono. NM 17545 (U.i4.)

Dqwva. of Goadom PWid anwsdr. Wear Laleveit IN 4M97 IV.SAJ

The ehorseiod anemic phases, know. as P and Ig axe ofuTe recorded at distances of 200-100k Jao.o bg-rag
refractmo profine and are: uuafly the larges-awuplisude featres. an remr sections for this disanc range P and L&
V ,pegete a multiply ,eflecied compressional and shear waves in a miassal waveguide whose principal boundaries are
the Meck and the fre sarfams Equivalently. they can be interpreted as the interference pastern produced by a
sup FApoof . higher-mode . 9V and SN WSWe prosag in a laky weaegude For eauapraonal mu. the
wavaguid efficiency a a strong functon of frequency and depends. theO premc or absm of lo-velocity layers
within a few kilometers of the surime. each as deep sedimmtsay sections commonly found in mve tectonic men. So*
low-velocity surface laves rats constructiv mnteronce effects for upcomsing P -as incident at ner Veaina al
as *Aheie mraftc and lead to efficiet 1 propagaton. Sewnra good exaumples of wStrn P phase can be found on
long-tangs refraction profies for the sectonically ave wosr United Staow, the 550 km profile eastward frome
SHOAL to Delta. UT is analyzed here. We have need a moodified reflectiviy-method computr prafopa to odel
mussel pheem for the SHOAL-Dalta profile. The raemv4ty technique accounts for all body and solace waves
conbutingto theshort-pariod ei ra.Itu isf utht thse synthetic wavefas realistically model the obeue P
chamracteriemc. In thi came the decay Of P amplitudes with disance appears to be dominated by euaer llnmt
leakage from the wavapuide amber tha by anelassic aietuon of cruenal rocka.

1. Itatedwd comnptting "oMplete" saisuxpams. mncuding all
body and surface waves. Out objective is to in-

Until recently, the velocty structure of the vestigate the possible utility of modeling rather
Earth s cums was inferred manly from travel-time Complex Short-PerOd Crustal Phases (eg., P and
studies of easily correlatable seismic phases, (usu-. Lg) as an aid to the interpretation of crustal
ally first arrivals) recorded in refraction profiling properties and structures. In this paper we attempt

epneta. Amplitude and waveform informa- to describe the more important characteristics of
tinon seimic-record sections was used mainly in the P and LS Phases, investigate conditions for the

a qualitative way in phase identifications and as generation and propagation of these phases, and
an indication of velocity gradients, transition zones determine which properties of the Earth structure
and attenuation properties. Since 1970, the in- influence this proagtion. Because of the comn-
creased availability of high-speed comiputers and plexity and uncertainties about the theoretical de-
the development of sophisticated synthetic-seismo- tails of the generation and propagation of these
gram modeling techniques has made it possible to crustal phases they have heretofore been little
use amplitude and waveform data optimally to used in the interpretation 6f seismic refraction
derive detailed velocity and Q structure (Muller profiles - even though they are often the largest-
and Fuchs, 1976; Braile, 1977). In particular, we amplitude features on record Sections. We show
employ here a modified reflectivity-method Pro- one aspect of how modeling crusta] Phases with
gramn developed by Kind (1978) that is capable of complete synthetic seistmopams can improve our

0031-9201/I2/0000/S017S 09IM Eleeier Scientific Publishing Company
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knowledge of Earth structure. Because relatively P-bar and - 3.5 km s- for L& (Olsen and Braile.
few complete seismic-record sections (or regional 1981).
distances (200-2000 km) showing P and LS phases Both P-bar and Ls phases propagate efficiently
are available from observed dama, we rely heavily in the continental crust and are often the largest.
on the analysis of P and L& waveforms by means amplitude arrivals on short-period seismograms at
of synthetic seismograms calculated using the regional distances (Fig. 1). In addition to the comn-
modified reflectivity method for a variety of Earth plex and long-duration character of both P-bar
models. and L& phases, these arrivals also display little

For clarity in both typography and conitext, we coherence in waveform or even in the envelope of
shall henceforth write -P-bar in place of the P the complex wave packet over relatively short dis-
notation. tances. These characteristics of P-bar and 4g wave

propagation can be modeled qualitatively using
synthetic-seismogram techniques. An example of a

l2egqonal Ciia Pbmes (P. L4) vertical-component synthetic-seismogratm calcula-
tion resulting from a crustal model appropriate to

The P-bar and LS phase are usually well me the westen United States or other tectonic areas is
corded on short-period instruments at regional "hw in Fig. 2. Both P-bar and LS phases are
distance ranges (100-2000 km). They are .com- prominent arrivals on the reord sections, having
monly seen as broad (At > 20 s), complex wave durations of tens of seconds and relatively large
trins having group velocities or- 6.0 km s- for amplitudes in the short-period range. Unlike the
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primary waveforms, such as Pn and Sa, which is illustrated ian Fig.3 indicating the waveform
display waveform coherence over long distances, characteristics of the complex P-bar and Lg phases
the P-bar and Lg waveform characteristics change as a functio of reduced time as wed as their
considerably with distance, and phase correlations average or group velocity. It is seen for this model
are usually impossible. However, correlation of the that the P-bar phase has average velocities in the
energy represented by the group-velocity envelope range of 6 km s-I and the LS phase has group
is usually possible. An enlargement of one of the velocities near 3.6 km s-.
imogrms for the record section shown in Fig. 2 Observations and synthetic-seismopun anly-
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Fiu. 4 V~sim~a~po~o etioedsmo Im rowt ci calailajd naaog the modified rellectivity method for cloody specui
(10 kin) mazimopaliu at daiamm beea 5N0 and 950 km an eplouiom sorce Nowe bow rapidly the wevelom oberen vanes
with dissnam a the P-bar window (reduced time 4-70 s). Mw P-vdmty a=W mod u "orn at th I-L

sis presented here and by Douchon (2982) suggest window arises from P to S conversion. Once con-
that both P-bar and Lg propagate as multiply verted. SV energy is very efficiently confined in a
reflected compreusional and shear waves ithin wavegide whose prncpal boundaries are discoa-
the crust. ar, equivalently, they are the interference tinuities or steep velocity gradients at tlkc. Moho
patterns produced by the superposition of a large and at the free surface Although we have not here
number of leaky P. and S-modes respectively modeled the SH component of motion of the LS
(MaskeD 1966). We have performed a paramete phase, we expect that it also can be represented as
study of abort-period propagation from explosion a guided wave with the nea surface and Moho as
sources in continental crustal model, which shows waveguide boundaries, as Bouchosi (1982) has also
that the modified reflectivity technique can repro- suggested. The total channeled energy is relatively
duce many of the observed characteristics of these insensative to fine-scale detail (a few kmn) of vra-
phases, such as envelope modulation rapidly vary- cal velocity gradients near the wavegtude
ing lateral-waveform coherence. ecS& (Olse Of. boundaries, but the waefor cohernc at surface

;j1a0mometers can still vary appreciably over do-
f-or synthetic modeling of ELg using shalow tances of - 10 kmn (Fis.4 and 5). Undercritical

uxplosion sources, the SV energy in the 14 group and wide-angle reflections at the waveguide
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boundaries are nearly total, so attenuation and the
frequency spectra depend almost entirely on Q of
crustal materials. Thus 1. is a good measure of 0. a

There is frequently a confusion or imprecision
* in the literaiture concerning the nomenclature for ~

the P~baphase with the tarmPgbeing applied to
any phase following Pa and having an apparent
velocity of -6.0 kmn s-1. in the western United
States where the complex P-bar phase can be very
prominent. at -distances of 200-2000 km., the Pg
phase - a head wave traveling along the top of
the "ganitic" basement - attenuates extremely
rapidly and is usually unobservable beyond - 150 MOE SDl0, UPPER 6.7KM J

kin (Rtyall and Stuart. 1963). So, although P-bar
onsets fallo= the extension of the Pg travel-time
branch, the two phases have quite different prop-
agation and attenuation characteristics. Similarly
to L4. the "t rue" P-bar phase propagates by multi-
ple wide-angle reflection of PniP, but the- efi-
ciency of the upper waveguide boundary is a coln-
plex function of frequency and i very sensitive to
the presence of low-velocity layers at or near the
surface. Our paramete studies (e.g., Figs. 6 and 7)
confirmn that a low-velocity surface layer - such
as the thick sedimentr section in tectonic areas
such as the Basin and Range and Colorado Plateau MOE 509, UPPER 6. 7KM )

poncsof the western United States - is the
kyfactor for efficient propagation of P-bar. The

controlling factor is the nature of the fre-surface
reflection of upcoming P-waves previously rm
flected from the Moho, and midcrustal discontinui-
tdes. In the absence of low-velocity surface layers
(iLe., in shield areas) nearly all upward-traveling P
energy is converted to SV upon free-surface reflec- '.?
tion. Note the very small values of the P-PA
energy-reflectiOnl coefficient (R 0 , 0O) in orig.
6(A); the energy fraction converted to SY at the
free surface is Rft= I-RAOp (Haskell, 1966).4 Zt-loX o,
Thus, P-SV conversion is nearly complete and MODEL 5016, UPPER 6.7KM ICI
P-bar does not propagate efficiently in shields.

On the other hand, when a low-velocity
near-surface layer is present, Ropp is a stron
function of frequency (owing to constructive and
destructive interference effects) but on the average Fwg 6. Eawuw fleti =defidmt A., as a fuacuce of an*
is large (igs. 6(B) and 6(CQ. A relatively lArg of iandO aed freuniUSC for lbS thUS am&a and Ran
amount of omptusaonal energy isrflce bac sa"nw od shon ~Fig, 14. A,,. is the (vacua of imaet

P'B wnwstD reflcte as P (rm th fme owtuc. NIow that.
into the crust, and P-bar propagates with mod- for thW free srface the iraciom of P-Wau stee GcaMW to
crate efficiency. Figure 7 illustrates the effect of a 5v is AWS I - Al
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taw~.m 'tw.low-velocty surface layer on both P-bar and Ls
* * propagation. Figure 7(B) illustrates that as the

-. tickness of the low-velocity surface layer is in-
creased, the efficiency of propaga. ion of the P-bar

- * phase increases. With no low-velocity sedimentary

(A) "~*order as thoue of primary arrivals such as Pn and

surface layer does not capthepeakamltd
in in.of the P-bar phase appreciably, but does sifi-

* a a scandy affect the complex waveform characteristics
of the phase. The exact waveform character of the

W&M VXIT'rInin)P-bar phase cannot be predicted at any givmn
-. distance. even for these laterally homogeneous

mo~ls, because the lateral coherency (Fig. 4) varies
U U 0 ~ -rapidly owing to the constructive and destructive

interference effects inherent in the propagation of
Usa: OUR P-bar. Barker et al. (19S1) have emphasized that

x: WSo ' -- the P-bar and Lg phases are sigafinty affected
by local geological structure (site-response condi-

flu a tions). They have shown that variations in amph-
XS -- tude, by a factor of as much as 10, and significant

If differences in the character and waveform of both
TIOV 3M 0 2 2 a w-P-bar and 14 may be caused by local geological

.44 conditions in the vicinity of the recording seismo-
. . * graph. However, these local effects must be dis-(B) tm~ K",q " lkPP T.4/gIs tinguished from the waveform complexity which is

due to constructive and destructive interference
4.4O K=" 4410"ICY effects in the propagation of the P-bar and L&

3.. 3. 3. -. - - phases. For example, in the very simple and later-
We ... aW " . , .- , -. - ally homogeneous models that we have shown here

1106OP -a 0(Figs. 2, 4. 5, 7(B), (C), the detailed characteristics
XS of the P-bar and Lg phases are Complicated be--

cause of propagation effects even though the pos-
sible contributions of local geological conditions
have not been included.

ism. 2 0Haskell (1966) has discussed the attenuation of
P-bar amplitudes with distance due to P to SY
conversion by multiple surface reflections, And

CANSI) low-velocity oafto layers; (3) SYutheu ssapm

Fill 7. (A) P .2. ty vein depth for awIal modes with upt for the L& umn window. Only ViniMW 00numut AN
impectively 3 km (Tio PI.ATI) 2 km. I kcm. and 0 km (TIC dhowi.

a' T""K
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concluded that this leakage attenuation usually the lower Crust). Three observations provide evi-
dominates ova Q-effects even in the western dence for the efficiency of P-bar and Lg propap-
United States where P-bar is often very strong on tion being due to a waveguide effect in which the
shortperiod seismopams. Our work on the lowr boundary of the waveguide s the Mobo
SHOAL-Delta record section discussed below is discontinuity. First, Haskell (1966) has shown that
in apeeme1t that P-bar attenuation is a poor the Moho velocity-transtion zone (or disontinu-
mesure of Q for crustal rocks, ity) is an effective reflector for wide.angle P and

Shurbet (1960) observed P-bar phases from SV reflection (large refection coefficients). Sec.
Nevada Test Site (NTS) explosions at Lubbock. ondly, observed seismic refraction and wide.
TX (- 1400 km range) and suggested (Shurbet, angle-relection record sections for both shield and
1969) that a low-velocity (V,. - 5.5 kn s- )chan- tedonic areas (Fig. 8-10) indicate that P-wave
nel at depths between 5 and 10 km would explain reflection from the Moho (phase PrP) not only is
several features of the P-bar phase on the Lubbock larse, but multiple PmP arrivals can also be dis-
seimogms. Our reflectivity-method calculations tinguished on the semnic-record section. These
show that such a low-velocity crustal channel is multiple PmP reflections (as well as other, more.
not uniquely required for P-bar propagation - complicated paths) contribute to high-amplitude
low-velocity layers at the surface are sufficient to arrivals which have a complicated and long-dura-
form a good P-bar waveguide. However, since tiont wave character but which travel within an
P-bar is essentially an interference pattern
produced by layers less than one seismic wave-
length in thickness (analogous to thin-film coat- 0 6s8-3C
ins in optics) shallow low-velocity channels would t
affect the details of the P-bar coda. Thus, certain
details of P-bar phases may in some instanceslend h a:d
supportto suggested low-velocty channekin the Z5ii~

Strong P-bar phases are often found on long- 2range refraction profile for other parts of the
world, as well as for the western United States, ..o
Good examples are the Eschelobe NW profile in
southern Germany (Mueller, 1977), the 900 kin
Brest to Toulon profile in France (Him et al.,
1973; Kind, 1974) and the 800 ki EDZOE profile os-3w

intermittent P-bar phases (FiglI). PtchmIt '-
sevteanaropan Rofies and alsof conludeta 0

P-bar cosit of a.uper oio of mult,,.ply re- -g..,,
fleeted PoP waves, which are recorded only if the " " .-upper reflection point atthe surface lie in e"
ment ary terrain. -,

As suggested by Haskele (1966) and Bouchon
(1932), the low e boundary of the was wuide for (3gy dFuchs, 197))illnsiambowmulupieflucoosof
P-bar and propaation is the Moho (with pot- p (P.PP) rmp - na beyond A0 km to fou pa
ble conributions from other disontnuit within c. -b

' ta X-rA s sug g este b y "H -sk e l 1 " 6)., a nd.- .o n ,& L I .... w ed = f n * e C . . .
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average velocity of -6 km s-I a ross the record propagation of the P-bar phase as illustrated
sections at ranges of several hundred kilometers or schematically in Fig. 11. Multiple PmP reflections,
greater. Thirdly, our synthetic-seismogram model as well as more-complex multiples wihin the low.
studies, as shown above and in the synthetic wave- velocity surface layer and possible P to S conver.
forms calculated for the SHOAL-Delta profile sions and multiples at the Conrad disontinuity,
discussed below, as well as the results of Bouchon contribute to wide-angle reflected energy having a
(1982), also indicate that the Moho discontinuity complex interference waveform propagating at -6
is an effective waveguide boundary for P-bar and km s-I at distances of several hundred kilometers
Lg propagation. Thus, we view the generation and from a source. A low-velocity srface layer is
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in order to produce an efficient waveguide. The The long-range SHOAL profile was part of a
free surface and the Moho and other crustal dis- network of refraction-profile recordings mainly in
continuities are adequate for producing a wave- California, Nevada and Utah carried out between
guide for the Lg phase. 1961 and 1963 by field parties from the U.S.

Geological Survey (Prodehl, 1979). Approximately
31 different explosion and earthquake source sites

3. Application to SHOAL-Delta profile were used; there were several explosions within the
Nevada Test Site (shown as only one source loca.

Figure 12 is a map of the western United States tion in Fig. 12). Many of the crustal models de-
showing the locations of several refraction profiles rived by Prodehl (1979) from the 1961-1963 pro-
that display examples of the P-bar phase. This iles were obtained from 200-300 kin profiles using
paper discusses only the interpretation of the P-bar chemical explosions in the Pacific Ocean. in lakes
phase along the 550 km profile extending eastward or in drill holes. Two of these segmented
from the nuclear explosion SHOAL to Delta, UT. shorter-range reversed profiles (NTS-Boise. ID.

* , ,/ 4.

/ i/
\ ,-'----; I

,. , .

!-h --..--- ...-

Fg. 12 Location of m- log-=a wismc pof les (havy hia) in th wster Uited Stat whih ahiit strang P-e pla
Astarisks are macleer esplas ia.ne; d=t sam dbmaal shoipoits. Dashed ham are araectiog shwwramp profile which wmr
used for deml tastalsruetwe tudin. Nulear hoepoint S. SHOAL. 0. OASBUOOY; NiS. Nrvada Tes Site. 0th,.
shotpaints: 0A Del" Ur:; Eu, Eureka. NV;. Mo NV; B ise, ID; H, Hike NV; F. FaB.. Nv (aeflhqualt). Simplifid frmM
Prodehl (1979).
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and Fallon, NV-Delta, UIT) intersect near Eureka, station coherence (or lack thereof) of the different
NV, which is near the midpoint of the SHOAL- compressional phases is not apparent. Our syn-
Delta long-range profile. thetic-seissnogram modeling shows rapid changes

The observed reduced-time vertical-component in interstation coherence for the P-bar phase over
record section from the SHOAL shotpoint is given distance intervals sometimes less than 10 km. such
in Fig. 13(A) (Prodehl. 1979), where the onset rapid coherence variation is one of the more dis-
times of the Pn. PmP and P-bar phases have been tinctive characteristics of P-bar and Lg inter-
marked. For the - 200 km profiles used for de- ference-pattern-type phases, as discussed above.
tailed cral-structure studies, ten - 2.5 kmi (six. However, the P-bar phases from SHOAL (Fig. 13)
seismometer) spreads were separated by distances well illustrate another characteristic of these phases
of - 10-15 kmi (Prodehl, 1979). In contrast, as - the long oscillatory trains folowing emergent
shown in Fig. 13(A), the long-range SHOAL pro- onsets In Fig. 13(A), the P-bar trains become
file had - 50 kmi station separations, so the inter- identifiable at ranges between 300 and 400 kmi.

Our procedure for modeling the SHOAL-Delta
setsmoprams was to accept the basic Basin and

U~RV NP~~)C~C SZSUIORISRange crust/upper-mantle velocity model inter-
WOWIN FM ftE prfted by Prodehl (1979) from several short (ISO-

6 250 km) refraction profiles in the vicinity of
4 PMP_ Eureka, NV (Fig. 12) involving shotpoints at
2 Eureka, NV; Delta, UT; Hiko, NV; Elko, NV;
0- ~ and NTS. This is the crustal model given in Pro-

-2 del's (1979) Table 2 and shown here in Fig. 14.

-. -6
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We then adjusted the details of the P-velocity somewhat different, both the SD9 Model (uniform
model ono. for the uppermost 3 km (Models SDi0, 3 km layer of 4 km s- I sediment) and the SDi6
SD9 and SDI6, shown in Fig. 14). Our purpose Model (uniform gradient from Vp = 4.0 km s-I at
here is not to make a complete reinterpretation of 0.6 km depth to V, = 5.7 km s- I at 3.0 kin) show
the SHOAL-Delta profile, but only to demon- appreciable P energy returned to the crust for
strate how the presence or absence of low-velocity energy in the -60" incidence angle and 0.5-1-5
surface lavers determines the corresponding pres- Hz range, which are the ranges in which most of
ence or absence of P-bar phases on Basin and the energy is transmitted for these models. Figures
Range record sections. Our synthetic modeling 15{() and (C) show that the integrated result of
indicates that we could continue improving the fit such multiple reflections is a well-developed P-bar
to the relatively sparse SHOAL-Delta observa- phase in both cases. Conversely, the SDIO Model
tions by adjusting deeper crustal velocity discon- with no low-velocity surface layer (Fig. 6(A)) has
tinuities and/or gradients as well as the near- nearly zero P-P conversion and completely
surface velocity structure. However, we feel that supresses P-bar propagation (Fig. 15(A)). Since
these other model adjustments might unduly con- * there are, undoubtedly, lateral variations in the
fuse the key physical issue of the P-bar/low-veloc- near-surface layer structure and velocity, waves
ity surface-layer relation that we want to em- propagating in the real Earth will "avcrage" minor
phasiz here. For all SD-seies Models the. source variations, and a detailed matching of P-bar wave-
depth was held constant at 0.3 km - the ap- form and modulation characteristics is not justi-
proximate SHOAL explosion d6pth. Poisson's rate fled. However, the total energy in the P-bar phase
was assumed to be 0.25 (Vs= V,/4J), and a as represented by the RMS amplitudes ove the
Nafe-Drake velocity-density relationship was as- several-second duration of the P-bar phase is a
sumed (Olsen and Braile, 1981). The assumed vari- quantity that depends on the presence of low-
ation of Q with depth is also shown in Fig. 14. The velocity surface layers over the propagation path,
assumed peak frequency for the source spectrum but this energy is relatively insensitive to assumed
with 12Hz. fine details in the synthetic modelsl so long as

The crustal model that gives the better agree- some low-velocity layers are present (see also
mert with the observed record section is SD9, Fig, 7(B)).
which has a pronounced low-velocity layer (VP = In summary, the short-period regional custal
4.0 km s- 1, 3 km thick) at the surface. The ob- phases, commonly known as P-bar and L4, propa-
served and synthetic record sections are compared gate as multiple P-wave and S-wave reflections in
in Fig. 13. a crustal waveguide whose principal boundaries

are the Moho and the free surface, as shown
schematically in Fig. 11. Near-surface low-velocity

4. Discussion layers create constructive interference effects for
upcoming P-wave energy at wide angles of inci-

The key role of near-surface layers in control-, dence, which results in a large fraction of the
ling the amplitude and character of the P-pc P-wave energy being retained in the waveguide
phase can be followed by comparing Figs. 6 13 and hence in efficient propagation of the P-bar
and 15. Figure 6 is a comparison of the reflection phase. For no surface low-velocity layers, nearly
coefficients (square root of energy) for near-surface all upcoming P energy converts to SV and is lost
P to P reflection (R0vp) for near-critical to prazing to further P-bar propagation. Although the Moho
angles of incidence of upward-traveling P-waves. and the free surface are also the principal wave-
These plane-wave reflection functions were calcu. guide bundaries for Lg. Lg propagation effi-
lated using a Thomson-Haskell layer matrix ciency is little affected by near-surface low veloci-
method (HaskeD 1966). which is the same algo- ties.
rithm used in the reflectivity program (Kind, 1978). Comparison of our synthetic modeling with the
Although the details of the interference fringes are observations discussed by Barket et a1. (1982) sug-
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Amplitude Study of the Pg Phase*
E. Banda', N. Deichmann , L.W. Braile2 , and J. Ansorge'

Institute of Geopbysics, ETH-Hoenggerberg, CH-8093-Zfirich, Switzerland
2 Department of Geosciences, Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana 470907, USA

Abstract. The amplitude 'of the Pg phase, as recorded in rough picture of the velocity-depth structure. The increasing
explosion seismology studies, is analyzed with the aid of use of the ray tracing interpretation techniques and meth-
synthetic seismograms. Parameters such as source fre- ods derived from the Herglotz-Wiechert travel-time inver-
quency, low-velocity cover above the crust (sediments or sion (including r-p methods) result in velocity models of
weathered layer), low-velocity layers within the upper crust, the upper crust that include velocity gradients which are
velocity gradients, thickness of the gradient zone, attenua- very often poorly defined. In fact, layers with constant ve-
tion and Poisson's ratio strongly influence the amplitude- locity, the simplest model, fit the travel-time data equally
distance pattern of the Pg phase. A systematic study clearly well in most cases. Healy (1963) has shown that very differ-
shows that different models of the continental upper crust ent velocity-depth models, from homogeneous layers to
display distinct amplitude-distance characteristics. These continuous gradient zones can fit equally well the travel-
models could not be distinguished by travel-time interpreta- time data for a particular phase. However, as will be shown
tion alone. below, the amplitude-distance character of these models

In the presence of gradient zones the amplitude-distance may be significantly different. At present, either very de-
curve shows different patterns depending on the source fre- tailed travel-time information or amplitude studies are the
quency. The higher the frequency, the more pronounced only techniques available for accurate determination of
are the relative maxima in the amplitudes. The presence velocity gradients in the earth's crust.
of a low-velocity cover at the surface accentuates the char- In the following discussion, we use the term upper crust
acter of the amplitude-distance curves even if the cover for the upper 10-15 km of t'.e crystalline continental base-
is thin (a few hundred meters). Moreover, a low-velocity ment lying immediately beneath the surface sediments and
cover produces P to S conversions and multiples following above the lower crustal layer. The P-wave velocity of the
the Pg which obscure possible secondary crustal phases. upper crust normally varies between 5.7 and 6.3 km/s.
The thickness of the velocity gradient zone influences the These velocities are characteristic of sialic rocks at the ap-
amplitude decay and the width of the relative maxima. propriate upper crustal temperature and pressures. The
Low-velocity layers within the uppercrust cause a faster compressional seismic wave critically refracted (head wave)
drop-off of the amplitudes than would be expected from in the upper crust is usually called Pg. In explosion seismic
ray theory. Detailed Pg amplitude studies are thus useful studies, the Pg phase is normally recognized as the first
in improving the knowledge of the physical properties of arrival in the distance range of about 10-100 km. The nota-
the upper continental crust. The application of the derived tion Pg is also used in earthquake seismology studies but
criteria to two sets of real data allow us to determine fine in these cases it often refers to a different phase at larger
details of the velocity-depth function which are of great distances.
importance for the understanding of the earth's crust. Studies of the Pg phase recorded in refraction profiles

(M5ller and Fuchs, 1976; Miller and Mueller, 1979, Banda
Key words: Explosion seismology -Upper continental crust and Ansorge, 1980; Braile et al., 1982) have shown how
- Seismic amplitude - Source frequency - Low-velocity amplitude information can be used to greatly reduce the
layer - Velocity gradient. range of models fitting the travel-time interpretation. As

refraction surveys are becoming more detailed, with closely
spaced recordings and improved amplitude control, we feel
that the qualitative comparisons attempted so far in most

Introduction amplitude studies are not enough, and that understanding
Understanding the fine structure and physical properties the variation of Pg amplitudes as a function of various
of the continental crust is one of the principle goals of parameters will provide further insight into the velocity
explosion seismology. Interpretation of seismic refraction structure of the upper crust. In turn, this information will
data using traditional travel-time methods gives only a serve as a basis for comparison with laboratory measure-

ments and petrological studies leading to a better knowl-
* Contribution No. 383 Institute of Geophysics ETH-Zrich. edge of the physical properties of the basement.

Switzerland In this paper we discuss. on the basis of synthetic se-
Offprint requests to: J. Ansorge ismograms, the Pg amplitude-distance curves and their vari-
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ation with parameters such as frequency content of the contrasts. For our computations we have used thicknesses
source, presence of low-velocity cover and of low-velocity corresponding to less than one wavelength of the frequency
layers within the upper crust, velocity gradients, thickness range considered.
of the gradient zone, attenuation (Q- ') and Poisson's ratio. Record sections of the vertical comlionent of ground
We also present examples of amplitude-distance modelling displacement have been calculated for all the models with
for observed Pg amplitude data from central Europe and a distance interval of 5 km between 0 and 100 km (Fig. 1).
western North America. Except where stated, the Vp!Vs ratio was assumed to be

C3 (Poisson ratio= 0.25) and the Q, values were fixed at
100 for the sediments or weathered layer and at 500 for

Methods of Computation the basement with Qs equal to 4Q/9. The depth of the

Synthetic seismograms can at present be calculated by a source was fixed at 100 m depth.
variety of methods. For our purposes we have used the All record sections were plotted with a reduction veloci-
reflectivity method developed by Fuchs (1968) and Fuchs ty of 6.0 km/s and the amplitudes of each trace were multi-
ind Muller (1971) with the fundamental modification by plied by the distance for a more accurate reading of the
Kind (1978) and the asymptotic ray method described by 'amplitudes (Fig. 1). Amplitudes were read taking the maxi-
Cerven, et a]. (1977). These two methods and others have mum (peak-to-peak) of the first cycle (reading the first pulse
been extensively discussed in the literature (see Chapman, has given identical results for theoretical seismograms). Fi-
1978 and Spudich and Orcutt, 1980 for reviews). nally the amplitude readings were plotted as function of

Since the objective of this paper is to describe in detail distance, as shown in Fig. 1.
the amplitude-distance behaviour of the Pg wave and to The phase velocity interval used to determine the range
understand related later arrivals (multiply reflected, re- of angles of incidence over which the reflectivity program
fracted and/or converted), we have used mainly the reflecti- integrates was 0.2-0.4 km/s below the minimum velocity
vity method. The modification by Kind (1978) includes in the models and 1.0-2.0 km/s above the maximum. This
these secondary effects by taking into account the free sur- range includes all of the compressional and shear waves
face and placing the source in the reflectivity zone. This of interest propagating in the upper crust. The large phase
technique requires velocity models consisting of laterally velocity range leads, especially for high frequencies, to very
homogeneous and isotropic layers. Velocity gradients are long computer runs (e.g. for the model in Fig. 1, 23.3 min
approximated by a stack of thin layers with small velocity CPU time on a Cyber M0722A). However, it is worthwhile
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Table I. Model parameters 8

Model Lower Layer V, Number Gradient
limit thick- of
of layer ness layers 

-1"

(kin) (kin) (kmis) (km/s/kin)

PGI 2.0 2,0 4.0 2 0.0 Rectivity

15.0 13.0 6.0 5 0.020.0 5.0 6.5 2 0.0 .... :Ray method ,

PG3 2.0 2,0 4.0 2 0.0
15.0 13.0 5.9-6.1 5 0.015
20.0 5.0 6.1 2 0.0

PG6 2.0 2.0 4.0 2 0.0 .

15.0 13.0 5.75-6.25 1 0.038 
20.0 5.0 6.25 2 0.0 cc

PG11 2.0 2.0 4.0 2 0.0 -10
15.0 13.0 5.5-6.5 5 0.077
20.0 5.0 6.5 2 0.0 .20 -

PGI IK 2.0 2.0 4.0 2 0.0 me0 ,1979) co
7.0 5.0 5.5-5.885 5 0.077

20.0 13.0 5.885 3 0.0
PGIIKK 2.0 2.0 4.0 2 0.0

10.0 1 0 5.5-6.12 0 0.077 Vw t CKd/S3
20.0 10.0 6.12 2 0.0

PG11L 2.0 2.0 4.0 2 0.0 pe-
7.0 5.0 5.5-5.885 5 0.077 o (Fg 2). l o thi cas als wit aet

12.0 5.0 5.5 2 0.0 im STRNCE CKM
20.0 8.0 6.3 2 0.0 Fi. 2. Amplitude-distance curves (peak-peak) of Pn phase for

PGILL 2.0 2.0 4.0 2 0.0 model EC4 (erven , 1979) computed using relectivity (continuous

10.0 8.0 5.5-6.12 8 0.077 line) and using ray-method (dotted line)

15.0 5.0 5.5 1 0.0
20.0 5.0 6.3 1 0.0

PG12 2.0 2.0 4.0 2 0.0
15.0 13.0 6.1-5.9 5 -0.015 with the asymptotic ray theory method, we started by teter-
20.0 5.0 6,5 2 0.0 mining the amplitude-distance curves for one of the models

PG22 2.0 2.0 4.0 2 0.0 published by Cerveny (1979) for which he used both meth-
15.0 13.0 5.3-6.7 5 0.108 ods (Fig. 2). Although this case deals with a gradient zone
20.0 5.0 6.7 2 0.0 in the upper mantle, the situation is analogous to a gradient

SUL3 7 1.0 4.5 2 0.0 zone in the upper crust with a sedimentary layer above.
1.3 0.3 4.8-5.6 1 2.67 The ray method obviously sharpens the peak of the ampli-
5 . 3.7 5.6-5.9 5 0.081 tude-distance curve. This is because the asymtotic ray meth-

10.0 5.0 5.9-6.1 7 0.04 od represents a "high frequency approximation" to the
21.0 11.0 6.1 2 0.0 wave equation (erven , et al., 1977; Chapman, 1978). As

SULZ4 1.0 1.0 4.3 2 0.0 is shown below, similar erence obtained from other
1,3 0.3 4.8--5.6 b 2.67 computations.in this study. The ray method is inexpensive
6.3 5.0 5.6-6.0 6 0.0 and for much of the available data and some crustal models,17.0 10.7 6.0 2 0.0 which can also include lateral inhomogeneities, this approx-

SULZ6 1.0 1.0 4.6 2 0.0 imation is accurate enough. For more detailed studies, in
5.7 47 5.6-5.95 7 0.074 which the models can be approximated by flat homoge-8.2 2.5 5.95-6.0 4 0.02 neous layers, the reflectivity method is more appropriate

17.0 8.8 6.0 1 0.0 and has therefore been used in this paper.
SULd 1.0 1.0 4.6 2 0.0 The synthetic seismograms computed in this study rep-5.7 4.7 5.6-5.95 7 0.074 resent ground displacements instead of ground velocities.

7.0 1.3 5.95--5.98 3 0.023 - as measured in observed seismograms. As shown in the
17.0 10.0 5.98 1 0.0 example in Fig. 3, for which both velocity and displacement

were calculated, the difference in the amplitude-distance
behaviour is not significant. At least for the models pre-sented here, the results from displacement can thus be

performing these computations to reveal the influence -of applied directly to observed velocity data. Moreover, it
the sediments. Many tests were run before choosing the should be noted that the dominant frequency used in dis-
best illustrative models for the purpose of this paper, whichi placement computations is increased when the displacement
are listed in Table 1.- sismograms are differentiated to obtain velocity (see

To compare the performance of the reflectivity method spectra in Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Comparison of amplitude-distance curves of displacement Fig. 4. Amplitude-distance curves for model PG I IK (upper right
(continuous line) and velocity (dotted line) seismograms for model inset) for frequencies of 2.!, 4. 5 and 8 Hz (Fourier spectra in
PG II KK (upper right inset). The corresponding spectra show the the lower inset) computed using reflectivity method (contmnous
frequency shift between displacement and velocity signals. The lines). Dotted line corresponds to ray-method computation with
bottom insets show the signals (at 35 kin) for displacement and program SEIS4
velocity; the intervals used to calculate the spectra are marked
by vertical bars

Discussion of Model Parameters For the same model, amplitudes were computed with
Source Frequency the asymptotic ray theory and are also displayed in Fig. 4.

As was to be expected, the ray method works reasonably
The frequency content of seismic refraction data varies from well for high frequencies, although the slope of the ampli-
about 2 Hz to more than 20 Hz depending on the shooting tude decay is somewhat enhanced. Asymptotic ray theory
technique, charge size, frequency response of the instrument accounts for the influence of different frequencies on the
and local geological environment. Comparison of the shape amplitudes of waves reflected at first order discontinuities
of the amplitude-distance curves for low frequency source (terven ' et al., 1977) but not for waves refracted from a
signals (-.2 Hz) with those for high frequency (% 8 Hz) gradient zone (Banda, 1979). Therefore, if we are dealing
shows significant differences when velocity gradients are with good quality data, suitable for amplitude studies, it
truncated at shallow depth or low-velocity layers are pres- is of fundamental importance to compute the theoretical
ent in the model. For that reason we have computed most seismograms using the reflectivity, or other wave theory
of the models for frequencies 2-8 Hz. method, with a source which has a dominant frequency

Figure 4 shows an example of the results for model similar to that of the experimental data.
PGI IK computed for 2.5, 4, 6 and 8 Hz dominant frequen-
cies. The fact that the velocity structure of the upper crust Thickness and Velocity Structure of Sediments
changes, from a positive gradient (0.077 km/s/kin) to zero
gradient at 7 km depth produces a different response of Qualitative differences in the character of the wave field
the medium depending on the source frequency. The varia- due to the presence of sediments are well known. Their
tion of amplitude with distance is more pronounced at the influence was studied quantitatively with models which are
higher frequencies. As discussed in more detail below, this identical except for the velocity structure of the sediments.
is due to the fact that shorter wavelengths are affected Figure 5 shows the results for models with 0, 0.2, 2 and
mainly by the focusing effect of the gradient zone, thus 5 km of sediments overlying an upper crust containing a
producing strong relative amplitude-maxima at a distance velocity gradient of 0.077 kms/krn. Beyond about 60 km
of 45 km. At the same distance, longer wavelengths are the shapes of the amplitude-distance curves are essentially
already affected by the homogeneous layer beneath the gra- identical. The most important difference is that even for
dient zone. Higher frequencies are thus more informative models with as little as 0.2 km of sediments, a relative maxi-
in amplitude studies. mum of the amplitude curve is observed which is missing
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VP CX/S3 Fig. 7. Record-sections for model PG 11 (4 Hz) with and without
no sediments low-velocity cover (0.2 and 0.0 km, lower and upper sections re-

o.0 spectively). Note the difference in the wave field of secondary arriv-
C" 0.2 "als (see also Fig. 1)

for the model without sediments. We interpret this as an
effect of the change of the angle of incidence affecting the
transmission coefficient. On the other hand, models with
a low-velocity cover alone and without a gradient in the
upper crust do not have a relative amplitude maximum.

4 Hz Results for models with different velocity structures in
the sediments are displayed in Fig. 6, which show that there

610 1 is no significant difference in the overall shape of the Pg
0 10 20 30 450'o 6 ,0 io "o 100 110 120 amplitude-distance curves. However, the level of the ampli-

DISTANCE E tudes at the local maximum around 60 km relative to the
Fig. 5. Amplitude-distance curves for model PGI I with 0.0, 0.2, amplitudes at 15 km is lower for sediments with a velocity
2.0 and 5.0 km of low-velocity material (inset upper right) overlying of 5 km/s than for those of 4 km/s or for sediments with
the basement a velocity gradient starting with 4 km/s at the surface. This

again is due to the fact that the angle of incidence is stee-
pened by the lower velocity at the suiface, thus producing
higher P-wave amplitudes on the vertical component

. ' seismograms studied here.
As a result, we can state that any influence of the thick-

2.5 Hz ness and velocity structure of the sedimentary layer on the
I c amplitude-distance behaviour of the first cycle of the Pg

phase is restricted to shorter distinces. However, the total
wave fields for models with and without sediments are radi-
cally different. Reverberations within the sediments and P
to S conversions result in conspicuous seismic phases that
appear after the Pg phase (Fig. 7, see also Fig. 1).

I Thickness of Gradient Zone and Low-Velocity Layers

*" Significant differences in the amplitude-distance curves for
gradient models having the same gradient but different thickness

-- " of the gradient zone are shown in Fig. 8. The models include

structures with a continuous gradient between 2 and 15 km
5km/s (model PGII), 2 and 10 km (model PGIIKK) and 2 and
-sediment 7 km (model PGI IK) on top of a half space. A decrease

:, \ 'I'lity Yin the thickness of the gradient zone leads to a faster drop-
F1 off of the amplitudes with distance.

The introduction of a low-velocity layer below a gra-
dient zone between 2 and 7 km and 2 and 10 km (models

S I" PGIIL and PGIILL) show another interesting effect. A
7 significant shift of the maximum and a change in the slope

VP CKM/3s of the amplitude decay is evident when a low-velocity layer
0 0 20 301 50 63 70 eo 90 001 120 is present at-the same depth at which the gradient is termin-

DISTANCE CKtM3 ated (compare PGIIK and PGIIL in Fig. 8).
Fig. 6. Amplitude-distance curves for model PGI 1 (2.5 Hz) with The influence of the frequency content of the source
different velocity structures of the low-velocity cover of the base- in the presence of a low-velocity layer is shown in Fig. 9.
ment (inset lower left) The main effects are to sharpen the maximum and to shift
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0 1o 20 30 40 50 60

it to larger distances as the frequency is increased. Model
POIL peaks very smoothly for 2.5 Hz at about 30 km . ----
whereas it peaks sharply at 40 km for the higher frequen- !_-0
cies. The waves behave as if they "sense" tLa low-velocity - _

layer well before this would be expected from ray considera- Fig. 10. Ray-trace for model P011K, with the ray emerging at

tions. To illustrate the effect of the truncated gradients, 45 km and the ray grazing the lower boundary of the gradient
the ray tracing for model PG11K is shown in Fig. 10. Here, zone emerging at 58 km (solid curves). The lower dashed curve
even though the gradient zone is terminated at a depth shows the edge of the first Fresnel-zone (corresponding to a phase
of 7 km, we observe rays emerging at distances out to shift of T/2) while the upper dashed curve corresponds to a phase
58 km, which is in disagreement with the results from these shift of T14 for a signal with 4 Hz dominant frequency
amplitude calculations. As stated above, a decrease in thick-
ness of the gradient zone causes the Pg-amplitude drop-off
to occur at smaller distances than expected. For models fications of asymptotic ray theory which take this effect
PG11K and PGI IL, in which the gradient zone is termin- into account have been introduced by various authors (see
ated at 7 km depth, the amplitudes start deviating from Spudich and Orcutt, 1980 for a review). In particular,
those of model PGI 1, whose gradient extends down to Wiggins (1976) approximates the wave behaviour by en-
15 km, at distance as short as 45 km. As is shown in Fig. 10 visaging the energy transported by a ray as being distributed
rays arriving at this distance reach a maximum depth of over a disk travelling with that ray, and constructs a synthet-
only 4.9 km, which is well above the bottom of the gradient ic seismogram by summing the contribution of neighbour-
zone. In fact, the distance between the turning point of ing rays as their disks intersect the surface at the distance
the ray and the bottom of the gradient zone is greater than of interest. As can be seen from the dashed ray-paths in
one wavelength (about 1.5 km at 4 Hz). This phenomenon, Fig. 10, the first Fresnel zone, which contains the most sig-
which can not be explained by geometrical ray theory, is nificant contributions to the amplitude of the signal.
analogous to the Fresnel-zone effect in the case of electro- extends to a depth beyond the limit of the gradient zone
magnetic waves: the energy arriving at a receiver is due for energy arriving at a distance of 45 km. Thus, changes
not only to the ray propagating with minimal travel-time, in gradient will influence the amplitudes of waves with Ion-
but, as a consequence of Huyghens' principle, consists of ger periods at smaller distances than those with shorter
difractions interfering with each other, whose travel-times periods. This is also the reason for the marked shift of
are greater than that of the direct wave (Born, 1933). Modi- the amplitude peak in models PG I IL and PGIILL between

I IOft
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Fig. 11. Amplitude-distance curves for models PG12 (negative gra- Fig. 12. Amplitude-distance curves for models PG 1, PG6 and PG II
dient). PGI (no gradient) and PG3, PG6, PGlI and PG22 (positive (see inset and Table 1) for Q= 500, continuous lines, Q = 200,
gradients) for a frequency of 2.5 Hz (see Table I for model specfi- dotted lines and Q= 2000 (dashed line for model PG 11)
cations)

2.5 and 4 Hz, and for the frequency dependence i. ,n were calculated for 2.5 Hz, they are also representative of
in Fig. 4. higher frequencies as long as the gradient zones extend to

Reflections originating from the low-velocity layer have sufficient depth. The results shown in Fig 11 illustrate that
also been studied. Our results do not differ from those pub- small positive velocity gradients in the upper crust will be
lished by Braile and Smith (1975), Smith et al. (1975) and resolvable by amplitude measurements on reasonably good
further modified by Banda (1979): the reflection from the experimental data. For example, the amplitude-d --. z
top of the low-velocity layer will only be seen as a separate characteristics of Models PG1 and PG6 are significantl%
phase when the upper crust has a very small or zero gra- different although the velocity structure differs only b% the
dient, the frequency is high enough and the transition is presence of a small (0.038 km/s/kin) gradient in Model
nearly a first order discontinuity. In this case the interfer- PG6.
ence of Pg with the reflection changes the Pg amplitudes
at larger distances (this has not been studied in detail in
this paper). If the above mentioned conditions are not ful- Attenuation (Q)
filled the Pg amplitudes will barely be affected by the reflec- We have tested models with Q values for compressional
tion from the top of the low-velocity layer. waves of 200, 500 and 2000 for the upper crust to investigate

the influence of attenuation upon the amplitude of the Pg
wave. The curves shown in Fig. 12 are not sufficiently dis-

Variation of Gradients tinct for us to infer apparent Q from Pg amplitude calcula-
tions. As already demonstrated by Hill (1971) a slight chan-

It is well known that even a slight positive velocity gradient ge in the gradient could make up for the differences shown
greatly influences the amplitude of refracted phases in Fig. 12 without taking the attenuation into account. To
(Cerveny, 1966; Hill, 1971). Thus, we have tried to vary estimate Q in the basement one could use the method pro-
systematically the velocity gradient in the basement models posed by Braile (1977) which requires that the Pg ampli-
in order to determine the corresponding amplitude-distance tudes be modelled simultaneously with the amplitudes of
curves. We have arbitrarily chosen the gradient to be linear, the reflection from the bottom of the upper crust. Alterna-
Amplitudes for models with various gradients between tively, if the geometrical spreading factors are sufficiently
-0.015 and 0.108 km/s/km were computed and are shown well known, and the band-width of the source is broad
in Fig. I1. From a comparison with a calculation for model enough, it is conceivable that spectral ratio methods (see
GPl 1 at higher frequency and from the discussion in the BAth, 1974 for a review) might be adequate to infer Q in
previous section, it can be stated that, although these curves the upper crust.

.. ............. ..- '..
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Fig. 13. Bottom: ray-trace for model Sulz-7. Note vertical exageration of model plot. Middle record section of S..lz-south data, vertical
component, bandpass filtered 8-16 Hz, trace normalized. Travel-time curve corresponds to ray-trace below Top. synthetic record section
of flat layer approximation of model SuIz-7 (see Fig. 14 and Table 1) vertical component velocity amplitude multiplied by distance

Poisson's Ratio (a) Schoeneich, 1968; Lemcke et al., 1968). The velocity struc-

Seismic velcity studies of the crust show that a Poisson ture of the basement was then adjusted until the general
ratio of 0.25 is in general a good average. However, in shape of the travel-time data was matched. No attempt

was made to model the local variitions in sedimentarysome cases strong deviations from this value have been structure and basement depth which produce the small time

found. The influence of a has been studied for a few models screanemedt e o rocecte records.
with values 0.2-0.35. The resulting amplitude-distance discrepancies, limited to one or two consecutive records.

wihves 0.2-.35 Thefer resuificantltin froma tde ance This applies particularly to the local anomaly between 94
curves do not differ significantly from each other. Only and 101 km which, because of the noor signal to noise ratio,
curves for models involving a sudden change of a at a cannot be resolved with these data alone.

discontinuity produce distinct features in the Pg versus re- For plotting convenience, the seismograms in Fig. 13

flection amplitude ratio as already shown by Olsen et al. wer trac n ormalieTe toe am s of the

(1979). first cycle were multiplied by the scale factor marked above

each seismogram to obtain the true particle velocity values
Examples of Data from the Black Forest (Germany) in llm/s. The amplitude data for the Pg phase are plotted

as crosses with corresponding shot and station numbers
and the Basin and Range (U.S.A.) in Fig. 14.

Between 1974 and 1980 several quarry blasts near Sulz, The size of shot number I was only 700 kg while the
southern Germany, were recorded along a 113 km long others were around 2,000 kg, so that the corresponding am-
profile running south along the eastern margin of the Black plitude values were multiplied by a correction factor of 1 4,
Forest into the Swiss Alpine foreland. The first 2 s of the equal to the cube root of the charge ratio, which seems
resulting seismic record-section are shown in Fig. 13 togeth- to be appropriate for this specific quarry. The ;emaining
er with the travel-time curve corresponding to the ray-trace scatter seems to be independent of the shots, and although
model in the lower part of the figure. The ray tracing was it amounts to about a factor of two, the data define an
performed using the method of Gebrande (1976). amplitude-distance behavior characterized by a rapid de-

The velocity structure of the sediments (including a crease in the first 20 km, a local maximum at about 40 km
wedge of late Paleozoic and early Mesozoic sediments with and a smooth decay out to about 100 km.
P-velocity of 3.8 km, s between 0 and 40 kin) and the shape In order to be able to apply the reflectivity method to
of the basement/sediments boundary were modelled to fit the data, the curved layers derived from the ray-tracing
the available bore-hole data (Buechi et al., 1965; Boigk and technique were approximated by flat layers in model
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Fig. 14. Amplitude data of Sulz-South record section (Fig. 13) (crosses with shot and station numbers) and amplitude-distance curves
for the four models shown in the lower uset and listed in Table 1. Top Inset shows an enkrgd view of the gradient zones of the
four models

number 7 (insets in Fig. 14 and Table 1) and the sediments in Fig. 13. Shooting up-dip over the first 50 km and down-
were simplified to a single layer. The resulting synthetic dip beyond that distance will have a slight focusing effect
record section (vertical pound velocity with a dominant on the rays, thus contributing somewhat to the observed.
frequency of 8 Hz) is reproduced at the top of Fig. 13. The relative amplitude maximum at that distance. However, be-
offset of the calculated amplitude-distance curve as a whole cause the lateral changes in velocity structure indicated in
was adjusted to the experimental data by a least-squares Fi& 13 are small (note that the model is plotted with 2 x
method (Fig. 14, curve 7). For three other my-trace models vertical exageration) and because the positive velocity gra-
which satisfy the travel-time data equally well, amplitude- dients in the flat-layered models which satis* the amplitude
distance curves were calculated in the same way and plotted data also fit the travel-time data modelled with a curved
in Fig. 15 together with their velocity-depth functions. This sediment-basement boundary, we anticipate that the ampli-
illustrates some of the possible model variations. A compar- tude-distance effects of the two-dimensional structure will
ison between models 3 and 4 shows how a second gradient be negligible.
zone of sufficient strength and extent can significantly in- A very different amplitude-distance character of the Pg
crease the distance at which the amplitude decay occurs. phase is observed for the Basin and Range province of
Models 6 and 7 illustrate the effect of small changes in the tectonically active western North American continent.
the extent of a second zone with slight gradient. The lop- A Ps data-set from this region was analyzed for this study.
rithmic standard deviations of data points from these curves The seismic records are from the northern Basin and Range
range between 0.23 and 0.27, which correspond to ampli- (NBR) (shotpoints Mountain City, Eureka and Elko) in
tude factors of 1.7 and 1.9 respectively. The amplitude- Western United States and were originally studied by Hill
distance behaviour of the models presented here do not and Pakiser (1966) and presented by Prodehl (1970, 1979).
differ from each other sufficiently to be able to discriminate Partial record sections emphasizing the Pg arrivals for
between them on the basis of this data alone. However, the NBR data are shown in Fig. 15. The record sections
as the insets in Fig. 14 show, the velocity-depth variations are from Prodeh (1979) and the travel-time curves shown
of these models are very small, so that the results are good are the results of ray-trace modelling by Fauria (1981). Am-
evidence for a strong gradient (0.07-0.08 km/s/kin) in the plitudes of the Pg phase were read from the sections shown
upper 5-6 km of the basement. in Fig. 15 and corrected for plot scaling factors using the

It should be noted that computational techniques re- calibration signals presented on the original sections
strict us to consideration of flat-layered models for the am- (Prodehl, 1979). The Pg amplitudes were adjusted to
plitude modelling even though small lateral variations are account for the differing shotpoints and plotted as a func-
evident in the travel-time model for the Suiz data as shown tion of distance in Fig. 16. Although there is considerable
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ta modei by Fauria (1981)

scatter in these data (the range is illustrated by the shaded Coindulem
area of the plot) it appears that Pg amplitudes for the NBR
decay rapidly with distance and do not display :.e local The fine structure of the continental basement, i.e. the dis-
maximum which was characteristic of the Sulz data and tribution of physical parameters with depth, can reveal sig-
which indicated a velocity gradient. In fact, the NBR Pg nificant aspects of the crustal evolution and the interaction
amplitude data are fitted best by the P01 model consisting of different crustal units as well as its thermal and compoi-
of homogeneous upper crust. The scatter in the data shown tional history. Very often the upper part of the cvs does
in Fig. 16 and the fact that the data represent a compilation not show pronounced interfaces with discontinuities in ve-
from several different refraction lines preclude more de- locity and density. Vertical incidence reflection cannot
tailed analysis. Note that the very smal positive or negative resolve velocity structure in the absence of distinct imped.
gradients (les than that for model PG3) and virtually kay ance boundaries. On the other hand, combined travd-time
Q value could be present in the upper crust of the NBR and amplitude* analysis of refraction data can give more
based on these data alone. However, because no strong detailed insight into the velocity structure. Therefore con-
gradient or low-velocity effects are observed in the ampli- bined relection and refraction surveys should be carried
tude distance data, the upper crust in the NBR appears out in crustal investigations.
to be nearly a homogeneous velocity layer. A representative velocity-depth structure requires either

+ - - u " - -pm , - . . " , ' +.,++- •.
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*NORTHERN BASIN AND RANGE 4. The increasing thickness of the gradient zone in the bowe
Pg AMPLtTUDES meat reduces the amplitude decay with distance and broad-

. . ensthe width of the relative ampiud maximum.
:3 MT CITY49URIIA a S. The Pg amplitudes decay with distance much fiate in

KUREKA-MYW CITY &* K~~~LKO-901 0 th rsneo o-velocity layer than would'be expected
ELKO-EUREKA *from geometrical ray theoxy.

6. Relable Pg amplitude data, characterized by a continu-
o ~ ~ ~ u mlcrse Or a steady value over some distance or ee

. . . . .. .... a local maximum, aflows us to distinguish between homoge-
V _4neOus constant velocity layers and various gradient zones

0 in the uppe crust.
7. Apparent Qvalues cannot be extracted from the mpli-~

4' tude distance behaviour ofPg data alone.

8. Synthetic seismogrami calculations based on aypoi
ray theory can be used only as a frslt approximation to

Ps 1, igdetermine detailed velocity depth structures.
~~ ~These results, of course apply only to a crus which

j can be appoximated by lateraly homogeneous models. Fo-
cusing effects due to lateral heterogeneities may completely
mask the amplituide-distance behaviour due to vertical

40 Ito structures and must be studied by other methods.
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ABSTRACT

Espindola, Juan Manuel. Ph.D., Purdue University, August 1979. Finite
Di~fference Synthetic Seismograms for Kinematic Models of the
Earthquake Source. Major Professor: Lawrence W1. Braile..

The dynamic displacement field of kinematic dislocation in two

dimensions is modeled by a finite-difference technique in skew

coordinates. The scheme involves the solution of the heterogeneous,

elastic vector wave equation subjected to dislocation conditions.

Algorithm~ are included to model the free surface and absorbing

artificial boundaries which simulate an infinite half-space.

Specification of faults with arbitrary dip is implemented by

means of the skew-coordinate system. Other source parameters such as

time-history, slip-function, and rupture velocity are user selected.

Near-field synthetic seismograms were calculated by this pro-

cedure for selected source parameters for two cases of geologic interest

(i.e., buried basin and layer over a hal f space). These examples

illustrate the influence of fault parameters and local geology on

ground motion. 'Significant effects due to the heterogeneous media and

various fault and source parameters suggest that the method can provide

a new realistic modelling tool for the study of the interaction between

the earthquake source and the local geology in the near-field for long

period ground motion.



ABSTRACT

Mazella. Frederick Elwood. Ph.D..Purdue University. August
1979. The Generation of Synthetio Seismograms for Laterally
Heterogeneous Models Using the Finite Difference Technique.
Major Professor: Lawrence W. Braile.

A method for the generation of synthetic seismograms for

two-dimensional heterogeneous models specified only by P-

wave (dilatation) velocity has been developed. The finite

difference approximation technique is 4pplied-to the two-

dimensional vector wave equation for an elastic and

isotropic model. The finite difference calculations are

applied to a designated portion of the model at any

particular time step during the lifetime of the

approximation. This portion of the model is referred to as

the window and is prescribed to include the waves of

interest which propagate through the model. A suite of

models are evaluated with various windiw parameters which

provides insight Into the limitations and capabilities of

the method. The computational efficiency of the windowing

technique allows evaluation of mode*!s which are

•approximately twice as large as those which can be evaluated

by other numerical approximation techniques not employing a

.. i4



windowing scheme for the same computing resources (time and

memory).

Two types of boundary conditions are employed on the

walls of the window. The upper horizontal surface is

treated with a second order heter*geneous free surface

'boundary condition developed during this study. All other

surfaces of the window are treated with a nonref looting

boundary condition to minimize false reflections and mode

conversions. Seismograms, can be obhained for any location

inside or on the boundaries of the model.

Synthetic seismograms are calculated for seven

heterogeneous (both vertical and horizontal) geologically

realistic models. Each model is d.eacribed graphically and

is accompanied by a displacement seismoaram record section

for the vertical and horizontal components. These record

sections reveal significant amplituie and time effects which

result from the velocity structure.
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